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'fc my mother and father and ell other mothers and 
fathers who have sons or daughters who spend most of their 
lives away from homo in the pursuit of knowledge. 
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PREFACE 
That w -ioi follows is neither a pro-ohecy nor a re­
ligion. it is an exposition* It is an analysis of the 
Colored -eachera Itate Association of the State of Texas* 
Bat exposition, procedures, methods, ana investigations, no 
matter how elaborate and self-consistent they are, must be 
t 
regarded as hypotheses* They are to be accepted as the 
basis of the actions which tost them, ana not as finali­
ties* 
It may be argued that the writer has seen of the 
Colored Teachers Jtate Association of the state of Texas 
only tie qualities which he wanted to see ana that he dia-
re rdod tie real value of the organisation* The criticism 
is aocepted* ,.s a matter of refutation the writer merely 
offers to all Argus-eyed debaters a challenge in terras of 
the materials available* The study belongs to the propo­
nents of arguments* The gift has been awarded them. 
One of the most curious features of the Colored 
Teae err tate Association of the Stat® of Texas is t  at of 
policy on the part of its offiei-ls* Their reluct-nee to 
furnis information regarding the services of the organi­
zation is it times alarming, if not availing. The reason 
for this attitude is a mystery, w-iioh means that it is too 
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obscure to b® lllmliiatadl by anyi i n p  lo b t *n an exhaus­
tive psychological analysis of t ha or;"®ni sat ion• a aifse and 
views# >ew® of t:» organisation's offiolals were approach-
able rm& vory helpful* Other® riod it1© the raters fled 
fro;:i Tantalus* 
Information pertaining to t '.e Colored Venn' era tnte 
isooci&tion of t* Stat# of 3»xas la not available in the 
ear Ms flogTO Collnrreo. The official Journnlr of the or-
fnnlBation are not retained by the libraries vlnltad, but 
ihe 2exas Outlooir , public ed by the Texas 'tnte Venn ere* 
Association (white), in found generally on the shelves of 
of thee® libraries* Though Prairie View ^jrl cultural and 
i-.ee oal College of ferae has pronosed to net up archives 
W'lci will retain the available records of the association, 
t ie nroposal has not yet materialised. or,-anient ion 
has no central filing office of its own* therefore, it can 
not be relied upon to furnish scournt® and so: mists Inform-' 
ation regard lag its development# 
ferhepa one or two sentences should be written in 
rir-nrd to the assimilation of materials* Tho '-.tiering of 
data required the enmloynont of the services of several li­
braries pnd newspaper morgue** It also required several 
conferences# fhe few persons in to rv towed who were • "filing 
to ai.'-n and confirm their statements submit ted inform' ion 
of a nature not suitable for a study of t is level of think­
ing. 
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In reading tbia monograph, the reader Is admonished 
to bear In mind constantly Its institutional approach. It 
is a study of a movement. It Is not a study of structures 
and functions, "he opinion is that structures and functions 
are reservations of the mechanical and political minds, 
Thanks are due to several persons. First, thanks 
are due to the some 4,000 souls who are members of the 
Colored Teachers State Association of the State of Texas, 
Thanks are due the several persons who permitted the use of 
their files, journals of t e association, records and pro­
ceedings. Among those persons are Mrs. Lille .'alls- ont-
gomery, Houston, Texas, and Principal A, 3, Davis, Jackson­
ville, Texas. Especially due are than's to Dr. George Ruble 
oolfolk, Department of listory, Prairie View Agricultural 
and Mechanical College of Texas» under whose guidance and 
constructive criticism the study was written; and to the 
librarians arid assistant librarians of the State library, 
in Austin, and the Rosenberg library, in C&lveston, Like­
wise, appreciation goes to Miss D, G, Perry (now Irs. George 
Ruble oolfolk) and br. illie Andrew Tarrow, Bryan, for the 
information gathered from their t eses and their contributed, 
materials. 
IhHe there have been many contributions to the study, 
the writer is to be held responsible for t e interpretation 
of the materials. 
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CHAPTER I 
ItlTBOPU CT IOlf 
This is a study of the "Colored Teachers state 
Association of Texas as Revealed by the Texas Press• " 
Th© purposes of the study are four-fold la number# 
First, It Is the purpose of the following study to ana­
lyse the function and objectives of the Color© Teachers 
Association of Texas and to survey the organisation, methods, 
and activities by whioh It attempts these function and ob­
jectives# Second, the study Is to present a clear-cut 
picture of the organisation as it is painted by the various 
presses of Texas, th© state *hlch gave it birth# Third, 
the study is intended to point out a on© other avenues of 
study which do not fall in tho scope of this study and to 
suggest that thee© avenues be urea in order that a con-
; lonentary study may be made and on over-all ploturo of 
th© organisation may be brought into clearer relief# 
Four tin, and last, th© study is to fulfill partially the 
requirements for the master of science d gre© in the field 
of History, as required try the Prairie View Agricultural 
and Mechanical College of Texas# Too outstanding features 
have been brought to focus $ namely, th© general character 
of the association activities as related to the association's 
aims, and th© opportunity for constructing and carrying 
through a program of educational betterment# 
The study is concerned primarily with the period 
commencing with 1927 and terminating with the 1947 meetingp 
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a period of twenty years, This scope appears to be a 
logics! ©no in that it eoraoe within the period of tho revo­
lution of our times} it fall® within the memory of the 
present generation of colored students tfoo will finish 
college and become tho professional men and women of tomor­
row} It envelopes four varying conditions of our times, a 
condition of prosperity, a period of depression on the part 
of both industry and the formers, a crisis condition caused 
by 'orld ver II, end the present condition of abnormal 
prosperity, resulting from the abnormal conditions which 
follow in the wnko of the abnormal catastrophe of war. Also 
this was the period in vdiich the organisation became record 
conscious. The study decs not propose to be a complete 
history of the Colored Teachers State Association of Texas, 
but, rather, it proposes to analyse end bring to light the 
accomplishments and the manner of performance of the asso­
ciation during the last two decades as they have beon 
revealed in the Texas press. Its center of concentration 
lie® not with the "great men theory" of development and 
progression} it deals not with the "Bigs'" nor the "Littles' 
as such, but, rather, it deals with the association as a 
professional unit, as a part of our institutional society 
and as a movement on the part of Colored teachers to 
organise themselves in a unit designed for specific purposes. 
These purposes will be shown elsewhere in the manuscript. 
The thesis employs the historical approach, for the 
establishment of the association is a tree known not only 
by Its fruits, but, also, by its roots. Yet one is lesa 
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interested in Its origins then in its attainments, so the 
origin of the Colored Teachers atnte Association of '"oxas 
is hero used only as a background for throwing tho period 
with which th© study is concerned Into cloaror relief* 
In a sense, organisations of this type aro liko 
mechanics 1 devices, let us say like locomotives. hen ono 
studios the locomotive, he observes three phasoa of inter­
est—Its structure, functioning, and service* Of these, 
measured in tanas of social betterment, the firot Is th© 
least, and tho last ia the moat important. >o it is with 
the Colored Tar chore tote Association of Texas • © nay 
study the association as a structure, describing its law­
making composition, executive offices, and what not. Or 
we may study its functioning processes, observing tho meth­
ods it uses and the human motives to which it responds. 
Again, v© may study it In th© light of the services it 
renders, the successes or failures it meets in striving to 
fulfill Its purposes# 
Opinion is that nineteenth-Century writers paid too 
much attention to tho structure or fabric of organ! Bat ions. 
It Is, moreover, the opinion that Twentieth-Century writers 
are in tho danger of over-emphasiaing the functioning 
processes. Tho important question is not what the associa­
tion is, nor how it operates, but what it does. rbo organ­
isation subjected to study is not to bo confused with other 
organisations, such no lodges and fraternities. Over four 
thousand Colored members of the Colored "anchors tat© 
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Association ot Tones should constitute an enormous renor-
volr of profess tonal power and skills and knowledge • - ut 
of a nodley of differing opinions, principles, and inter­
ests arises spontaneously or front persuasion wore or loss 
stable groupings, which under proper leadership, strive to 
attract enough support to enable then to aooonplish what 
all professional organisations strive to attains that is, 
to reach perfection, to secure institutional stability, to 
attain high and critical goals, to perpetuate theosolvoa 
end the profession to which they are debtors, and to touch 
and inspire the lives of those with whom they cone in con­
tact frost day to day. 
Still when one studies the automobile, he gives 
more tin© to consideration of its mechanisms than to the 
question of how to drive, and more time to the art of 
driving than to the discussion of purposes which an auto­
mobile may serve, And if In this discussion of the Col­
ored Teachers tats Association of Texas as reveale-' in the 
'"eras Press" more space Is assigned to the mechanism of it 
than to its functioning, that is because tho latter belongs 
leas to the resin of research than to personal contacts, 
and if more space is given to its functioning than to its 
accomplishments, that is because the latter immediately 
becomes a province userped by an historian. 
Before going further into the discussion, it is felt 
that there is a need to treat the subject-caption in such a 
manner that the study my be understood readily, ""hero are 
two word-groups which demand definition, description, and 
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exposition. Thoy are "Colored Teachers State Association 
of Tê s* end "m ftsvssled In the Texas Press #* neither of 
which lends itself readily to definition# 
The general conception of the person ̂ ho sets him-
nolf op as being an analyst or a critic is that ho is a 
person who, like the proponents of the r\iriten Orthodoxy# 
uses a lashing tongue and a flaying language. The apology 
to bo made for this misconception is that the true or'tic 
Is one <?ho appraises a condition or a thing or an event for 
Its true worth# The critical historian is a fact-find r# 
Re seek® truth in the light of the fact that truth ia the 
true province of ell accurate history# end# unlike bacon's 
"Jesting Pilate* who asked what was truth and ran away to 
keep from hearing the answer# he remains to find the truth# 
The condition of the truth depends upon the nature of the 
findings# The critic may or may not suggest remedies for 
the error or errors t«foen they are found# 
Juet chat the "Colored Teachers 5tete Association of 
Texas" is SSSMS to be a matter of controversy. It# like 
many other wrnxl-rrratipa # serves ae an implement in the minds 
of the controversalists • It lends more readily to descrip­
tion end exposition than it does to definition# lawfully# 
the Colored Teachers Stats Association of Texas is a cor­
poration which become recognised as such officially by the 
state of Texas on the 25th day of Hoveabar# 1921#1 It la a 
*Soe Appendix A (Official Charter of the Colored 
Teachers State Association of ' exas)• Also see Letter# 
Secretary of the State of "exes# dated January # 1949 
(Appendix B), 
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mobile corporation which was ©st&bliahod during 19551 and la 
permitted by law to exist for a period of fifty years from 
that date# fhe corporation has no capital stool-, nays no 
franchise tax, and Is not required by law to file yearly 
reports in the Office of the Secretary of State# It also 
may be added that the association, after nearly sirty-fcur 
years of existence, owns no real property and that it has 
no fixed headquarters, nor a will, nor transfer privileges# 
This will be discussed, elsewhere in the teat# 
A corporation is a group of individuals united by 
legal authority Into on© body under a spool el name and 
clothed with the authority of acting in many ways as an 
individual.® It also may b© said that a corporation Is an 
artificial being, invisible, Intangible, and existing only 
in contemplation of law# Being th© mere creature of law, 
it possesses only those properties which the charter of 
Its creation confers upon It, either expressly or as Inci­
dental to its existence* Thorn are such as are supposed 
beet calculated to effect the object for which it wna 
created# Among th© most important ara Irrsortolity, and, 
If the express ion my be allowed, individuality, proper­
ties by which a perpetual succession of many persons aro 
considered ©0 the same, and rmy mot as a single individual# 
Corporations, however, are "persons" within the meaning of 
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various clauses of the constitution are are regarded Judi­
cially as citizens of the states in which they are char­
tered*" Thoy are at host, moreover, only que ai-citisonn, 
bolng not entitled to all the privilege* and immunities 
T̂ ilch the constitution guamntees to the individual citison 
The tern "AS REVEALED in the Texas press" WJ orig­
inally designated to Infer tho moaning "as shown in the 
representative newspapers of Tome, which are retained hy • 
representative libraries and archives in the State of 
Texas," hut the lack of information contained in those has 
necessitated the definition to bo extended to no an "as 
shown In the representative newspapers of Texas which ore 
retain© •' in representative libraries end archives in the 
State of Texas and those ?Mah are printed In the state of 
Texas," ibis can be interpreted also to mean the publica­
tion® of tho organisation which ©re available, 
Pexspapare have been supplemented by the Colored 
Teachers Stat* Association of Texas Journals, proceedings, 
constitution, and other literature termed by the associa­
tion to include special articles pertaining to the history 
of the association to include speclcl articles pertaining 
to the history of the organisation, It has been impossible 
to secure information from all branches of the association 
or from all of the officers, Practically no information 
was furnished from the immediate members of official status. 
•Proderio A, Ogg and F# Ormn lay, Introduction to 
..norScan„ flovornEgnt. D, Appleton-Century Company, Tncor-
p*rat©d, war and London, 1945, pp, 197f,' ino oca 
Amendment viv, national Constitution, and Article XII, 
'octions 1 and 9, Texas State Constitution, 
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The movement on the part of the Colored Teachers 
State Association, like that of any other professional 
group In the State of Texas, has within the sixty-four years 
of its existence emerged as a social and political movement. 
Neither social nor political conditions, while they may be 
separated one from the other, can be divorced one from the 
other. It is the contention that the Colored Tenohers 
State Association of Texas, like the great economy which 
gave it birth, has gone through its normal stages of youth 
and adolescence and Is now in its mature state. This does 
not necessarily Infer that the organization has outworn its 
usefulness, but it hints that it should collect its wares 
about it and appraise there in the light of their true value. 
A rejuvenation may well be in order. 
Movements come as the result of awakenings and 
rejuvenations are bl-products of the awakenings. People 
become conscious of the conditions which exist about then 
and the energetic and intelligent people attempt to correct 
and improve those conditions and themselves, as well. 
Colored teachers became aware of themselves and the system 
in which they worked as early as 1878 when the State 
Teachers Association of Texas (white) was established. 
Then, too, the radical cult of Republican Colored teach­
ers who were imported from the North end from the East 
thought they saw a vantage point in organizing during the 
era of political transition; that is, at the turn of the 
century the Republican elements which were carry-overs from 
the Reconstruction Era in Texas lost their stronghold but 
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remitted as constant threats to the security of the newly 
enthroned Democrat elements* However* there is no place 
for ft detailed discussion of political parties and their 
conflicts in this study, a glimpse of the affray will he 
shown in the chapter which follows. In-reading this study 
one constantly must ho aware of the hypothesis. The hypoth­
esis is restated for the reader's convenience. It is 
believed that the Colored Teachers state Association of 
Texas has reached its maturity and that Its present state 
of Inaetlvencss ia Jeopardising its usefulness and effi­
ciency. 
Ferlnan* Implies that a social movement exists when­
ever there is a climax or condition in any social, politi­
cal, or economic state wherein there are organisation, 
singleness of purpose, discipline, loyalty, allegiance, and 
group subject to call • • • , felling under the leadership 
of en individual head or headquarters on some state, 
national, or local scale. Cantril" points out to us some 
of the underlying causes for movements. In o very simple 
M• His question Is " hat desires, wor­
ries, frustrations did their particular community or status 
footer?" One should keep this multiple question in mind 
while in the process of reading this study. 
, .. I*®}1* pe**men, L̂ pry of thc-froftpr %gy<Wffl&a 
The Macmillan Company, Hew York (1948), -hosim. 
T ̂  "Hadloy Cantril, T&e, 
John iley and Sons, Incorporated, Hew York 1194.1), pr>. 3-03.. 
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CHAFF*?? II 
POLITICS OP KQUALITAPTAIIISH 
The turn of the nineteenth Conturo brought little 
which was new to the cultural regionalism of Teams and the 
Southwest# Tho idea of equal Itariani so in a utilitarian 
society among Begroeo In the South was evidenced in the 
rise of schools, colleges, churches, and civic organisa­
tions# Itie First Morrill Act of 1B02 had established a 
few organic colleges# Then there cam© in sue ession other 
colleges, same were the outgrowth of altruism, son© as a 
result of state legislation# The Fifteenth Legislature 
of the State of Texas met in tho year of 1676# One of 
the acts of the Legislature provided for the establish­
ment of "an agricultural and mechanical college" for 
Hogroeo to be located in Waller County, Texas# 
The spirit of equalitarianiam was epitomised in the 
professional!sotion and popularisation of learning by both 
Kegre and white groups# The negroes who were being pushod 
gradually out of politics as office soekors in Texas re­
asserted themselves in the field# Tho reaoaertion was made 
not primarily cm the bases of speculations of political 
office, but, rather, on speculations baaed primarily upon 
issues# In the field of skilled labor there was seen the 
affiliation of Hegro masonry with trade unions# In the 
field of agriculture the Hegro became identified with the 
Granger Movwent# In the field of skilled labor there 
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was seen tho affiliation of tfogro masonry with trade unions. 
In the field of APICULTURE tho HSRPO bocan© identified 
with the Oranges* noveraent, In the field of politics he 
was a pawn in the hands of the HOT*them Republican, a 
such desired votes* in the thinking of tho third parties of 
the tine, and he stood as an ever-present threat to the 
newly-enthroned political olenont of Texas which was iden­
tified as "the Democrats"#1 
Those speculative operations, sonatimoa casual, 
pandora, and entirely tmorganised, as we shall BOO in the 
chapter which follows - aa applied to the Colored Teachers 
state Association of Texas - have been transmitted for raore 
than four generations. The growth of professional organ­
isations, colleges, libraries, the press, and movements, 
political, social and economic, became paramount importance 
in tho thoughts of tho generations tdtich followed. 
Like other cultural groups, the negro group in­
cluded a small nunber of learned men whoso knowledge 
stood in strl ing eontraet to the intellectual unsophlsti-
eation of tho main body of the people* It was in the re­
ligious field that tho Hogro intellectuals contributed most 
to the foundations of Hogro Thought during the oerly years 
of tho turn of the nineteenth Contury, 
The majority of tho Hegroos in the South toooam© 
*Se© Douglass fomldyn - orry. 'Black Populiarat The 
Hegro in th© Peoples forty In Texas'1 (An unpublished raster's 
Thesis in the Department of History), Prairie View College, 
Prairie View- Tor.as, 1045, Passim, (Hereinafter oited so 
*>,(*» Perry, "Black Populism"), 
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accustomed to conditions as they were* endeavorln& to make 
the nosfc of an tmdoslrablo situation, but Hegrocs who had 
©sperionood nonfcal develo taonfc and had their hearts fired 
with the desire to enjoy tho rights so eloquentlr not 
forth by their political and civic leaders desired to rid 
theaeelves of their lioiailtotlon* 
These freed legroos wore willing, to grapple with 
their eggreosore end oppressors. They nor© willing to 
noot their opponents on political grounds in order to 
gain the social and economic freedom to which they felt 
thes»elvea entitled* ftiey desired to know what candidates 
had done* or would pledge themselves to do for ©quality 
and Justice regardless of race* color* or creed* 
In the year 1910, a period of forty-five years after 
the ftaaneipatlon "roclaraation* thero had boon produced 
twenty»nin© thousand four hundred end eighty-five teachers, 
five thousand el* hundred and si* musicians and teachers of 
music* 3*077 physicians and surgeons* 478 dentists, 798 
lawyers, 123 chemists* 329 artists, sculptors, and teachers 
of art* 247 authors * editors* and reporters* 59 architects* 
and 237 civil engineers.® 
The actual forces which have effected the Improve­
ment of the Hegro race* however, have been Hegro organl-
a0nrtor 0, "oodson, The ftattrp la. our Hicfcogv, The 
Associated Publishers* Ine•, aehington, h. {1036) 
p. 43' * 
®Carter oodson* ibid., p* 449. 
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zations themselves* Chief among these were the Negro 
churches, social welfare agencies, and schools#* 
Schools were the jewels of the early politicians of 
color in Texas# It was through the channels of the schools 
that the Negroes were to find a "sitting in the aun!;# This 
thought, vflth the possible exception of Tuskegee, seemed 
to prevail throughout the South and Southwest# President 
Hill of Southern University epitomized what Negro Intellectu­
als were thinking in regard to the training of the hands 
and the minds of Negro youth when he said f'If one or the 
other has to be neglected it is desirable to educate the 
minds rather than the hands%8 
In the early nineties a few Negroes emigrated to 
Maplrai, Mexico, from which, after some ha^ships, they 
returned to their native homes# They then with the aid 
of their white brethren centered their attention on tho 
idea of returning to their beloved homeland, Africa, and 
in 1895 an aggregate of one hundred and ninety-seven Negroes 
sailed from Savannah, Georgia, for Liberia# Among this 
number some were from the State of Texas »a How many of 
*Carter Woodson, Ibid,. p. 450# 
®Coramis3ioners of Education, ROnort of the Com-
Bdjaa-iongr^f,,musa.tion., 1892-1893, p. 863.Also see 
Carrie B# W, \mtte, "The Develpment of Higher 'Education for 
the Negro in the South from 1890-1914 with Special Refer­
ence to the Land Grant College (An unpublished master1s 
Thesis in the Department of History), Prairie Vie?/ A# and 
M# College, Prairie View, Texas# 1947. Pas3in. 
®Confidential Conference, dated 10 May 1948. 
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thorn were from $exas in not known. The expedition was 
not «s urwraeceasfttl oo that to ifextc©, hot In carry ng ©«t 
their piano the deportatloBisto soon di seowed thrt It was 
impossible to expatriate a whole race.' Ihe Hegro was In 
Texas and the Americas to stay. liorocvcr, Liberia at 
that tin© was not doing ao well twd r 'resident 'dward 
.Tamos !?oyog for the country ttad© the all but fatal mistake 
of borrowing 100*000 British Pounds from the British 
Boverresont• The transaction was handled in suck a rtfinnor 
that Liberia lost rather than gain© by the supposed aid.® 
Ploon and d presalon, like black shrouds, hovered ever 
Liberia for ©any years to come, Tims ended the migration 
to the homeland# 
Several attempts were made In addition to the ones 
eited In the foregoing passage la the stat© of Texas# Texas 
Heroes, with the aid of speculative white Republicans* 
hatched schemes to carry off to ansae, Missouri, Califor­
nia, and Booth Snorica the Colorod population of nexas. 
Wmj °f these speculations met with defeat en tho 
__ [T. - , 1rn; |, n , - -, • - • •• -ririiT"- IMS' ' i' ' ' ""* 
'Carter 0, '"oodson, On* Pit.. pp# 434 - 438. 
°Cartor o. "oodson. Ibid., pp. 434-438# Also see 
Ser| R# %pso, , §Qsro- Too V fn Arorlft^hlllagggga 
national Publicotioh Compel, hmWEUo, Tennessee. 1^43# 
pp. 205 - 206. 
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hone groins of Texas#® 
It my stiff!o© to any thet duying these yeftre of 
political tiphseval in "exes many of the Meyre intellectu-
sis bee oris possessed by fear* fhey departed from the 
State Mid f om the South in large nuribere* Pthers* in­
cluding the? masses of Uegre laymen* bee"mo resigned, to 
their fat© and endeavored to make the noat of undesirable 
Situation** Bat e fragment of those who had experi­
enced mental en&ightment and who had their hearts fired 
v&th tli© d sire to enjoy the rights so eloquently set 
forth by their uncompromising leaders contrived to esoape 
from their political and civic humiliation* 
The Horth during this stage of the period of 
political transition was too busy Hefting Its wounds 
brought on by the effects of the *"«r brtreen the states 
Governor L* 5* Ross (1807-1091), "Bdueatlon of the 
Colored Race? An Exhibition of Rhat Texas under Democratle 
Rules Has Done in the fast and la Row Doing for the Educa­
tion and Betterment of the Colored Rao©'' (For the Informa­
tion of the People of the tint tea Pbates) (A published 
address)* state Capitol* Austin* Texas (Undated)* p. 2* 
Hereinafter cited as Governor Rose* Address. Also see 
Andrew H# Clovor* "Some Flans for Colonising Liberated 
metro Slaves in Plepnnle Aaer!ean* 
• *clgnoe uuerterly <Vol* VI) (Undated)* pp* l5l-lC6j Cartor 
5* raoodson* up* Clt.. pp, 4S4-45SJ Edward L« Blaeksnoar. 
Th* Rao© I'roolem Discussed" (A revision of an address to 
the Colored Teachers' Institute* Cameron* Milam County § Tex­
as# Soveaber X8$ 1898 (Distributed but not publish© and 
IB to be found In a bound Volume' in the state Archives* 
St* to Library* Austin 6* Texas)* 
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and In developing its industries which had been depleted 
b the oseaetions of the war# It also «*• busy reconvert­
ing its plants to p«M8»ttrs condi tions and in ©upending 
business and developing industry. Despite tho war, tho 
Horth and tho South had developed ties ^ileh would not 
permit the Horth to delve too deeply Into tho problems of 
the Bogreee of the South and tho Sou throat. Businessmen 
of industry had developed ©lose ties with producers of raw 
materials of the South, 'ho prevailing opinion was that 
tho South should bo permitted to deal with tho Begroea as 
it saw fit. Tho United States ma becoming a nature econ­
omy « The agrarians wore concerning themselves with tho 
harnessing and developing tho vsst strotehee of land fac­
ing tho western shores. Internal inprovwaoilt of fajti and 
ranch land was popular among the lower middle ©lasses. 
Businessmen wore Intereste d primarily In tho improvement 
and expansion of industry. Pone of tho business men, with 
tho blessings of the national "'overmen t, engaged in for-
•llpi invostmonts and empires. Organised religion, though • 
it sanctioned mny of the political and social reforms 
for which altruistic reformers fou^it, provided an imper-
« « 
tent element in the reform philosophy.16 Beligion turned 
«• i » 
' ^ ^ ' iMMiBi.-_i»iiiiiWj_aiiaL.. .!'--.i.i.. .riiirrrrfiiin ii-n:i.." f-uijS,[irf(-iirrTfl«wrii-nMrr-Wiirr"i. inn i ..inn-• m • turn' nw —»nn 
10Karl© Ourti, |ha aroeflh of imerlama SfaoiMdit. Hai>-
par and Brothers, TublieherB, H^ York and London. IMS, 
Pacslia, Also see Harvey flab, MaBTlgft' ihSL 
Fiational Scene Binco 1000- Harper and Brothers, ubllshora, 
mm ©rk aM London, 1945. pp. S8-68J end *iillia» B# Louche 
and J. ^©ldon Hoot. ggmftftlm j&nfflElg Sgetcpu Her per 
tnd Brothers, ;:;nbl i shier a, Bom -orF. IMS. • nssin. Botes 
America saw the rise ©f its first billion dollar industry 
during the turn of the nineteenth Century. 
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Its attention and directed its energies in the channels of 
the buelnononon* Xt# too# found its mission to bo to 
Christianise the peoples of the " acif1c and the orient* 
Democracy had. sot nw goals for itself which wore to • >o 
actuated in the destinations of the Hoar and T"ar oat* 
rfh© Wagr© of Texan# as well as in the Routh# stood alone# 
deserted by his altruistic northern friends* For the most 
part# he found himself thrust upon the "tender rsorcios" of 
the Christian Desaoorota* 
Accompanying the Second Morrill ot of 1890# a 
rKurenenfc ws established in Texas and the South* It was 
designed to push the Hogre from polities* Cruelty had 
returned to the South* Devious methods were re-vraped and 
devised which aimed at keeping the Hegro from the polls. 
He was disfranchised * 
The solid Democratic Jkaxtt* was a thorn in the side 
of th© Republican Party# and in its campaign of 1888 that 
party pledged itself to the enforcement of th© Fourteenth 
and Fifteenth Amendments* Xn 1890, a Fore© Rill# which 
placed th© control of Southern elections in federal hands# 
passed th© House and was championed in the Senate by Henry 
Cabot lodge# of Massachusetts*" The South and the T'est 
oonbinod and defeated th© bill in the Senate* In the 
meantime# the Populist Party split in the South and it 
looked as though th© Hogre would get the balance of 
*%erl R# Bppoe# Oĵ  Clt*. pp* 288-286* 
ie 
power#in 
In 1090, Mississippi set the pace for her sister 
states by writing Into her constitution clauses under 
which, in or&or to vote, on© not only must have lived two 
years in the state ant! one year la the election district, 
but have been ahle either to read any section of the a to to 
constitution or to understand it When rend to him and to 
give a reasonable Interpretation of It# He also Must have 
paid all taxes assessor! 0,gainst hits, including the two 
dollars caption tax# Xt further disqualified from voting 
all those who hod been oonvlctod of "bribery, burglary, 
theft, arson, obtaining goods under fnlee rotenses, per* 
Jury, ©mb©sgXe®ent, or bigassr#" This included a largo 
part of the Hegroes.10 In 1B95, Oouth Carolina contributed 
her "Grandfather Clausee* which provided no person could 
* vote who had not voted prior to Tsnuary 1, 1GG7 • Tleodleso 
to say, there nor© very few Hegjpoee in the South who could 
qualify for the franchise under these conditions# The 
fr«©diners had been allowed to vote commencing with I860. 
Texfec finally cono to rest with three method# of keeping 
xml\ C# Perry, "Black ropullan,'f Passim# nso see 
Carrie rhlte, "The Development of Higher duo©tion for 
the Hegro In The South f̂ om 1890 to 1914 with "peclal 
"reference to the Jkand Grant College, (An Unpublished 
master's thesis), Prairie View University, Mnl Vlaw, 
Texas, 1047. p# 31 Frederic A, Ogg and Orrann Hay, 
Oo# Pit., pp, 42S-448# 
x®M©rl li, i^ppoe, £&» Oik*. P« 906. 
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Negroes from the polls, the "white primary", the caption 
tax, and finally, though riot legally, terriorlsm, The 
proponents of terriorlsm were epitomized In two organi­
zations s The Knights of the White Camelia and the ill-
famed Ku J&tuc Klan, each of these two evils being the 
product of the War between the States. These nocturnal 
riders were spirited across the countryside upon the backs 
of their horses meting out unequal justice to the Negro -
"a savage* race. 
Despite the political Intrigue and the social 
denial, Negro instituti ns continued to flourish and 
thrive. Some of the Negro forefathers and intellectuals 
would not bend nor waver in the white heat of oppression.. 
They stood their ground - militant said determined. 
Amidst the flotsams and jetsams of the new transi­
tion, in the throes of economic disparity, and under a 
dual system of Democratic justice, a child was born. The 
father of the child was want and denial, The mother was 
the desire to achieve the status of a richer and more 
abundant life. The nature of conditions surrounding the 
birth of the child necessitated that it be born a giant5 
for it was not destined to be nurtured on the milk of 
human kindness. Its tasks were great and its paths of 
travel were tedious and unchartered. The Colored Teachers 
State Association of Texas was the child's name and du­
plicity was its character, ?/ith all fates swinging on 
the pendulum of the Goddess of Time, this child did emerge 
and grow. Win, lose, or draw, it was destined to become 
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an integral part of the live© of the Tlegro teachers of 
Texas* 
The Colored Teachers ntate Association of ©xas 
mo destined to visit tho rersote comunitles of tho greet 
state which gave it birth and it ma later to rank© those 
eornunltlea its habitats# It breathed the freshness of 
the primeval forests of sat Texas# the stenoh and ©mat 
of the most pocking ©outer# Port orfch# and it encountered 
tho cotton belt of the Brososj the pecan groves# the 
fruit orchards of the hi© Grande |the dust of tho an 
Handle} tho mtors of the unharnessed streams; the undevel­
oped nines} the budding stage of the natural resources} the 
winds of tho ma tern plains; the salt and marine lifo of 
tho Oulf of Mexico# and with tho dream of a prospective 
future# girdled itself for the speculations which lay 
s . 
ahead# 
T!»*a in the year of 1BQ4# tho child came forth# but 
it mo not to be established until 1005. It thrived with 
vigor on a life characteristic only to a people identified 
as Varans* The pre.sent site of the Prairie View Agricultural 
sad 'loohnnloal College of Texas marks the place t#iore the 
Colored Toaohors state'Association of Texas ma conceived 
and tho old Prairie View iformol College served as its 
cradle#1* In its early years the young giant had gall and 
Hfjnbaonfcnblves vjho guidon: Its energies in tho rath© 
x*(sm& Heat P®ge for Footnote)# 
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of politico. It, too was a product of the transition 
period of Texas and the South. Its places of visitation 
were the meeting placen of newspapermen, educators, 
teachers, and politicians*10 
The Colored Teachers State Association of Texas was 
activated at Prairie View, Texas# and Prairie View State 
Normal fostered its activation*1* As originally planned#-
the organization was proposed as a permanent organization* 
1>* C* And rson, who was then the Principal of Prairie View 
Normal and xt\o presided at the Initial meeting hold a 
few on the earlier# in 1884# was elected the first pres­
ident of the organization* He was the only president who 
had tho honor of serving in the capacity of president for 
10(Proa proceeding page) Kill© A* "'alls# !fsixty s> 
Years of Progress of the Colored Teachers Ass'n of Texas # 
Iforro Life (Jsmiary# 1948)# pp. 4-8. Also see "State 
lechers# Applmmot Qt 
1947). pp. lc-agj m. 
Tho OalvestOtt ^blidhifig Cowniiy# ^alventon. Texas. 1908# 
p. 362. (Tho latter is a bound volume retained in the 
oaenberg Library# Calves ton# Texas. As far as it 13 
known, the journal is the only one available at this time. 
The Calves ton Publishing Company remained in business for a 
period of two years. The journal records in 1903 the meet­
ing of the Col red vo&ehors Stat© Association as being the 
10th Annual meeting, 
^Confidential Conference# 12 January 1948. 
10Till© A, Walla Montgomery# Vifty Years of Pro­
gress"# ffiio .standard (unmasbercd e. Ition), April-
Hept ember, 1938, p* 3* Such men as X* M, Borgan# ••• aco# 
F* w# dross# Houston, 1* W# Harlee# Dallas# J. H. K, 
Marshall, J. r. Tilde n# waxshachlo, M* H, nroyles, Prairie 
View# C. w, Jackson# Corsloana# A. J. Koore# ""aco# I. 
Terrell, Port "lorth, David Aimer, Marshall, J* P. cibson, 
Calvoaton, 7. H, Mabeon Calveston, and L, 0* Anderson, Prairie 
View# wore the spirits of the organization* 
S5? 
© period of five years. fhos© years were ooneoontlvo 
(1084-1089). Between the periods which existed froa 1884 
throu^i January, 1948 the ac. ociation had had fifty-five 
presidents. "Among ttio avowed purposes of the associa­
tion was (sic) the festering of the spirit of profession­
alism, the raising of the standards of ftogro schools in 
the Stat® of Texne and creating (ale) of bettor race 
relations",17 
To d volop professionalism, the association has 
invited to its anm ©1 meetings men of culture end attain­
ment of both races to lecture and to hold conferences oh 
general and specif lo problems of education, It has been 
helpful In influencing legislation affecting Begro schools, 
euch as lengthening of school years and raising the stan­
dards for certification. It has attempted to better race 
relationship between the Col' red and white populations by 
conducting joint meetings whenever possible. It, also, 
has attempted to raise the standards of the Begro schools 
through petitioning, lobbying, and instructing. These are 
the expressed alms of the Colored Teachers ntat© Associa­
tion of Texas in action, but, historically, the organisa­
tion has veered from the course of these ©Iras. In its 
early years it performed both political and civic functions. 
The early history of the Colored Teachers State 
dllie A. Walls, "Sixty Tears of Progress of the 
Colored Teachers Aas'n of Texas, Berro life fihummborod), 
Januaryf 1948, p. 4. (Hereinafter cited ©a Cllie A. '"alls. 
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Association could very easily be identified as the 
©arly history of Prairie View Agricultural and '"eohanioal 
Go)logo, Tho casual eyo aay overlook the oonnootion# It 
loaned doner toward politics than toward professional iota, 
rae© anlcability, and the raising the standards of Hopro 
so'tools, However, all three of those aims could have hoen 
the results of political actions taken by the association, 
hod their political actions been suooesaful, If they were 
not causal, then they wore associative results. If 
neither of the two, then basic and structural, The spirit 
of erjoelitarianlsn was the driving power behind th© actions 
taken by the association. 
Ife© cavalier attitude of th© Texas Stat© 0©v©«nnmt 
toward th© educational problem® of th® Negroes brought about 
jsuch unrest among the thinking Negroes of the tine. Various 
organisations revolted against the system. Th® Colored 
Teachers Association of Texas was not excepted, L* C. 
Anderson, five years th© custodian of the Colored Te&ohera 
Association of Texas and Principal of Prairio View State 
formal, was an advocate that all Negro organ! sat lone should 
unit© for th© purpose of promoting th© general welfare of 
the Negroes of Texas,1® In 1888, he discussed the idea 
with th© teacher# association# Though little happened 
during the meeting, ten years later was to find the teach-
era* asaociation in the political arena of Texas# ven 
Negro churches endorsed the political activities which 
"Confidential Conference, 8 January, 1948, 
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worked toward securing for Negro youth Institutions of 
higher learning*10 A committee composed of Paul ("Uncle 
Paul") Bledsoe, H, C* Ferguson, W. H* Logan, P* H. Collier, 
Dr. W* H* Scott, D, A. Abner, and D. W* Wilson, all members 
of the State Convention of Colored Men, and, incidentally, 
most of thorn members of the Colored Teachers State Associa­
tion of Texas, protested against tho inequalities of educa­
tional opportunities for Negroes in the State of Texas.'30 
This same convention which convened in Houston, rexas, 
September 1, 1891, had adopted a resolution commending the 
State for what it had done for Prairie View Normal as a 
training center for Negro teachers. 
The desire for higher education came much earlier 
than the establishment of the teachers* association* 
The year 1873 marked the beginning of the movement. 
Churchmen felt that higher education for Negroes should be 
under the sponsorship of the Church* Various denomination­
al sects established schools of higher learning. "lley 
College was established at Marshall, Texas, In 1873. It 
had been chartered during the previous year. Bishop 
College at Marshall and Paul Qulnn at Waco were estab­
lished in 1881. Tillotson College at Austin was a late 
runner in the series, but, nevertheless, it was established 
xeHouaton De11v Post. 2 January, 1099, 
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in 1377,01 Kaeh of these schools was destined to become a 
champion of the Colored teachers Stat© Association of 
Texasi for few h&ve been the college presidents of Negro 
colleges of Texas who have not been presidents of the 
association crvfoo have not been placed in responsible posi­
tions in the association.aa 
After the association had been cradled at Prairie 
View for a period of five years, its ideals were projected 
into the various communities of Texas, Retiring ^resident 
L, C. Anderson deemed it unwise to have an organisation of 
such political character so closely identified with the 
"normal."00 Palestine, Texas, was suggested as the perma­
nent seat of the association. It was designated later as 
such. This did not infer that Prairie View Normal would 
no longer play a leading role in the "organ." Its moving 
from the site of Prairie View was an act of expediency. 
Thought it moved never again to convene again on the hal­
lowed soil of the "Normal," Prairie Vlewites have always 
balanced the scales of control. As late as 1937, an esti­
mate was made that over two-thirds of the employed Colored 
For a fuller discussion of the establishment of 
such schools see Willie A, Tarrow. "A University for Ne­
groes of Texas: A Promise Unfulfilled" (An unpublished 
master's thesis in the Department of History), Prairie 
View Agricultural and Mechanics1 College, Prairie View, 
Texas, August, 1946, p, 4, 
83See Appendix C. 
aaCcnfidentlal Conference, 17 March, 1948, 
m 
tenChers of Tesea© were eithor former students of Trairie 
Vl©w or had finished the institution, 'ueh nraeibera repre­
sent possibly a powerful polities 1 control of the organlsa-
tion from within. 
Prior to his termination of presidency in 188B, 
Principal L. C. Anderson of Prairie View had solicited the 
support of somo of tho leading Colored politicians of 
Texas. Among these politicians, and foremost of thorn all, 
was Morris rl̂ ht Cuney, a Mulatto, was horn in aller 
County, Texas. Mr. Cuncy was knotm throughout the nation 
in republican circles, ae a good Republican and a foe to 
the Democrats, It ia said by those ateo knew him that his 
political career woe at its zenith between 1076 and 1980, 
but ho was yot a powerful political figure during the turn 
of the late Uinoteenth Century. He was militant, gener­
ous, courageous, and persuasive. The Democrats considered 
him a formidable foo."* 
Mr. Cuney, at tho ago of forty-two, contributed 
part of his services to the onueo of the Colored Teachers 
Stat© Association of Texas, and to tho causes which h© 
thor.;hfcTJOUld "unhorse" the Democrats of the State of Texas 
from the seat of power. He, along with his followers, 
resorted to the press as an instrument of agitation. Pom-
phi© toor lag, caused by his decision, was cnecunfcere 
wherever meetings wore hold. Several extra-legal committees 
"?*• o«a«y rtml}Zsl SMJisnpniSr 
(Vol. XT: Mo, 8), March, 1948, pp. 125-125, 
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©ad orgnnlsationn arose and flourished, and lost thoir 
Identities# Others &nrm forth and remained intact, not 
by record* but by ©groesont "based on verbal contrast# Some 
of then wore fdonfcifi®' later as elements of the Colorsd 
Teeehera State Association of "©sees, as its affiliates* or 
to hare instructional or employee personnel of rsirl© View 
Normal as their leaders* Moreover, the primary aims and 
functions of thee© obsouro agencies wore identically the 
sore as those practiced by the association# Their aims 
not only paralleled, but coincided.*8 
To the dismay of many staunch Democrats, Hegn© 
Republicans and Populists co-operrtod in their agitations# 
i-uring the month of August, 1P91, Paul Vandorroort, fopulist 
oaapaign speaker, from Nebraska* extolled with Treat elab­
oration, the evils of the Democrats# Ho attributed many 
killings of negroes to the Democrats# 
<1# B# ••ayner* a Robertson County 'opulist* who was 
born in raloifh, North Carolina (1H80) and migrated to 
Texas, transposed hi a allegiance from the * ©publics n "arty 
to the Populist 'arty in 1882# aynor utilised th© 
frees in his denunciation of the Democrats ©ad their un-
fairness to the Negroes in th© field of education• T?e 
also protected against th© political* ooonomic, and civil 
abnegations# 
Ĉonfidential Conference* state Capitol, June, 1948. 
IS August, 1891. 
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Because of the demag lug impacts of the agitations, 
Governor L. ft. Hoea of Taxes (1807-1091) rs obliged to 
write an address to the "People of the United Sfcatee."®7 
The title of Governor Roee* address was "Education 
of th© Colored *©co," Xt woa an exhibit of what Texas* 
und< r Democratic rule, has done in th© past end is now 
doing for the education and betterment of the Colored 
race. And it was written "for th© information of the 
people of th© United ntfttea." 
The publico tlon indicated that the Democrats had 
been In power for fourteen years j the dual system of edu­
cation had been In operation only about ten years# During 
the ten year period, th© governor asserted, the Democrats 
feed "paid to the support of public schools for colored 
children . • • 4,004,980.15." The number of colored 
children had increased from 87,701 to 130,184. The pro 
rata had Increased from e5*00 in 1887 to v5»20 in 1885 
and back to <4,00 in 1889. Th© population figures indi­
cated that the colored scholastic population increased one 
hundred and thirty-four per eent$ the white population had 
increased only one hundred and thirteen per cent. 
"The Democrat loves his money ... How is It he 
pays so liberally to elevate and oar© for negroes always 
found voting against him?r Th© governor indicated that 
"the roc© has been offered a good ehanco to improve end it 
Governor Ross*, &!&&§&» Tassim. 
is Imcsm by the white people of that the Begro has 
advanced mcrvelously." '-ho nro rata had boon reduced owing 
to the overestimate of available school rands In' 1886*100$. 
-'»© wore deficiencies which had to bo not out of '. i© fund 
and revenuea of the year 1888-1609 reducing the pro rata 
wby hi-h reduction the white and colored children «u~fered 
equally.* 
fhe Severnor continued by saying that "%eeulat|ve 
colored ami whit© Republican politicians have hate -ed so ©pes 
to carry off to Kansas. i-Usa-ouri. California, and south 
America t ie colored population of foxes.* thousands of the 
hagreea actually treat to a nana and California, ho eontl.M :©d 
that "If Cunoy, DioJr Allen, ladoliff, Piatt, and other bloody 
rhirt sfcrlebefre in *?«xaa are correct many of t to if race have 
been utrlered by the white Jenoorato..." -hey were for nnny 
years led as so miiy e-.ained slates by their white no-" tlcal 
leaders. "pot* they rule supra- icly those old c ie ft-vino." 
I If asserted that the liegroea had made rapid progress in ed­
ucation and in personal inSepe- hence. 
'•overnor loss centered a great deal of his attention 
upon 1'falrte 7%m and Its political actions. In t o passage 
which follows it Is hinted that the in titotlon wis und^r t © 
:tate*s observation. Principal Blae' shear was destined to f 
fool t .n result of t is watofulness when, in 1915, the 
wrath of •.vte gods mns upon him and ho w -e cor -polled to re­
lievo hi ran elf of the reo u-ons lb 111 ting of Hp' ottng t a 
so 
energies of Prairl© View Sormal, ilo Inierest in IrnlrlQ 
View follows in tie oxoerpt whien ©ernes below: 
*9Im foregoing fl.rure© are to be ; >r~d ?. • f >« 
reports of the ©dueationnl' de artaeat• In ton 
i/ear© the Berioornta have en* ' '* 'vod i#8X -.aero© 
school©* enployitig as •• any colored teacher©. -hoed 
teachers arc officers of the Hat© and 99 out of 
ovary 100 of thorn arc republicans (sic), ?heir 
politics firs not inquired! Into* -" en for Um 
yearn t-o a- ';© h a been ed\t©ati.;g oolored •••'*© rs 
at t :e .v. tat© normal near 'one© tend. Sot loss t .an 
400 teachers have been rendered proficient as 
jcdoyogues by that Institution. A colored re •ubli an 
iaa c org© of It, appointed by ?«aoor»ts# although 
t-uer© war© white oenoornt©* applications for t'n© 
plao©t and i''wng thm a surgeon in the State 
'-•unatlo A::./inra# fiie Democrat© also have supported 
colored r nor- sal se tool© when snoh so.ioois for 
the whites were ©uncart©!. 
"he tat© receive© color- a lunatics lot© its 
Inone© asylums ithout inquiry m to color, race, 
or orevloua conditions* They cost tha Hat© 
••240,000 j>©r ©runsa» 
Colored© contributed one tiirty-t Hrd of *-••© 
entire amount of ?axe« 1 vied and cold for 1. is 
purpose, f •© hundred student© are given -»c -olar-
ships to attend hither schools of learning in 
addition to teacher pay* ^©softer© averaged 
v4o#hh par month and to average school torn runs 
ilvo and sight*tenth© month©. 
The policy of th© Democrat© in mvlng U9B1 
colored teacher© fBtO.OOO per annum, in carina 
for colored lunatics at a oost of .,40,000 nor a nun. 
in srapnorting the colored normal at about 80,000 
per annum* in support lag their Deaf, itusb, and Blind 
•ayxfcffa* say about 6Qb, 000 yearly**!© not easily 
understood away up north* 
*n® hovornoi* closed his address to 1r e nation with 
to© re--rir-.u teat "^ueatioa will strenfthon them for any 
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content. If hept lii oil ad Ignorance fioy nl^t be ivcrnod 
to extinction by the white race, stronger In number, wealth, 
and Intelligence»w -
2h& iiegroee in Texan were aware of t-e possibility 
of be lag ruled "to extinction#'' -hey realised the porcr of 
or • nlKation# an excerpt from the meeting of the Colored 
C one lav© 15 id I m te a th 18 s 
e colored people of fexaa need pre-eminently 
acme sort of a league* union or alliance that will 
finite up more eloncly to-palmer na a class of oitl-
gene and ©!.a*blo up to battle more successfully 
against our energies, and to overcome the many 
hindrances which h«ep baeh our progress# dome of 
our foes arc without our race: some within our­
selves. e need a two edfred sword to fight our 
enemies -.•ithou.t and the traitors and oam«ltea 
within our reaVs# 
..very trade, every profession, every olaos, 
every soma* rolnl and tndis atrial Interest is organ­
ised, and Is ready to act as a unit for their own 
prot.ootlcn# Irish, foxlcnns, Serr.mne, Italians, 
iobrows, and even Indians will unite end stand 
together for their common Interests, but we only, 
the wen^eot in a eons© of t em all, are as ekeep 
having no shepherd# 
.0 are as a whole without organisation) 
without 1©aderet $ ip• 
•;o are a house divided against itself#.# 
• •»we are tuning no interest in the groat 
• struggle no going on, alt iough the Issues will 
nffeet m most lntlra: tely# 
•»8 long as so many colored men In our Pities 
and towns allow themselves to be bribed fey money 
ami pfeithry, so long will the other race despite vm 
and declare that we arc unworthy t \e right to vote# 
very color d man should feel that to sell hie vote 
is to pell out not only hie 01m Integrity, but the 
manhood of th© race. 
S2 
Prairie Viet? Tformal continued to wield hen Influence 
through various organizations throughout the ere of protest 
end reforms. The politicians, obscuro oormltteos and 
organsartlona continue- to rise, flourish, and fade into 
oblivion, And on 3©pteiaib©r 1, 1891, a "Colored Conclave 
not la Market Hall In Houston, Texas, during the noon hour. 
Then "objects" of the gathering as set forth by the repre­
sentatives of the race was to do something to benefit the 
Colored race. It was a contested delegation—"a Cunoy and 
anti-Cuney fight." From an article signed by A. £» Maynard 
and *»• Blackahear, published in the Celvooton rgua, 
"Organ of the Col red people," education was the control 
theme of the conclave.** In the meeting new trends In 
educetion wore discussed# '"he necessity of thoronrh and 
practical education was recognised more fully. be Col­
ored Teachers State Association of oxes which had met in 
San Antonio, Tosses, during the month of .Tune, had eta ted 
"t-'o v?ant more schools, better nchoolhouaeo$ more competent 
toe.chore, and l ager school terms.Maw 7h& oonolavo acknowl­
edged that the collegoo wore being patronised wellj but It 
had the fear the interest In primary education was dimin­
ishing. David Abner of Wiley College won th© presiding 
officer of th© association from 1891 through 1098. 
In Docembor, 1098, the State Ttalversity Oomlfcfco© 
met in Austin. Mr. M. B. Broylos, at the time ex-Tresldonfc 
30?,!ffWtpa PaUx Tm%,$ September 1, 1891. 
**Ibid. 
of the Color© i Teachers State Association of Texas* and ̂ h© 
worked at Pmlrlo View* headed tho ©omittee. Tho eemrait-
too met for tho purpose of considering hot? to promote mea­
sures to secure tho establishment of the Negro university 
which hud been promised In the Constitution of Tcjtaa* t Mr# 
Broylen requested the preoenee of the advisory eounoil of 
the association, colored editors, end all Interested 
persons*®® During the run of Mr* Broyles* address he 
assorted! 
If you will allow a reference which, In some 
moosure Is unavoidably personal* I desire to ©ell 
attention to on notion of the State Colored 
Teachers* Association which was regarded by many 
not particularly concerned as commendable and 
which many have thought was not without offoct. 
hen I had the very pleasant honor of being 
president of that body, I took the liberty during 
the ©ours© of ray remarks* June 25, 189C, under 
the caption of 'Presidents rmual Address of 
using the following languagei 
Touching the matter of tho Col red branch of 
tho State University, already provided for in the 
Constitution of our Ateto * I desire to convoy to 
you with ray heartiest r -roval the suggestions 
of a gentleman high in the educational work of 
tho slate to tho effect that you appoint n 
committee or instruct your present committee on' 
State Tfatverolty to memorialise tho legislature 
praying that 1,000,000 acres of unappropriated 
public domain of Texas bo set apart as a 
pertinent fund for such institution. I lay 
this suggestion before you beenuo© t bellcv© 
thla the most probable moans of inducing immediate 
legislation on the subject. 
I desire to suggest further that in the ovont 
of such appropriation for the purpose or as a means 
to an immediate appropriation as on end, your 
committee be Instructed to memorialise, in the 
"•Houston Dally Test, fioveraber 30, 1098. 
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meantime, the honorable board of nogents of the 
tafeo ffniversity awl tho honorable board of the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College re questing 
them to enlarge tho faeilltioa on tho present 
ground© of the Prairie View icrnal ohool so 0.0 
to acoomnodo to all probable students for tho 
present at least, end establish a four yoor 
oourao loading to the usual collegiate degree© 
and employ a sufficient number of professors to 
do tho additional work herein implied, ensuring 
them that it would be at least a satisfactory 
beginning. 
In 1899, the Colored Teachers ftate Association of Vexes, 
ap ointed M* R» Broylos, R • • Bar lee, Delias | • • 
cross, Victoria! 3, J* Jenkins, and t» C. Anderson, uatln| 
and D* Aimer, Jr*, Beguin as a committee. The oonn'ttoe 
wee to appeal to the 36th Legislature of Texas to establish 
an institution of hlsdier learning for ftegro youths.1 
The them© of tho meeting of the Colored eoohors 
State Association of Texas which ma held in an ntonlo, 
Texas, Juno 6, 1903, was ^Resolved: ihat a University for 
the Training of Col red Youths of Texas Be atablished/ 
Bo parfcioular action was taken by this meeting to further 
tho ease# of semiring a university* 
In the years which followed, though the hearts of 
tho intellectuals of the association wer© still filled 
with the burning desire for an institution of higher learn­
ing, little or no strong political action was taken toward 
actuating the university* The community and immediate 
eainunlty life arrested the attention of the constituents 
January 3, 1899. 
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of the association* 
A new didacticism was developed and accepted by th© 
railibent lead r»s in th© struggle for human rights* icqul-
sltlcn and eelf-edvaneorxmt * rather than self-botfcomont , 
boeame the teaching of the times. Prairie View, though 
yet burled in th® death throes of political battle throng 
its satellite ©gonoies, paved the way for th© effecting of . 
the ideals of th© new didacticisms. .Tonus, though hi© two 
frees had boon known for a period, did not have his hand 
call©* until th© year 1013, 
The new loarni.no which came along with the idea of 
the R!fow Begpo* show© t ©rid noes of itself ©long with the 
rise of the spirit of ©quailtarianiam• Its popularisation 
was moat prominent during th© period when tho Megro politi­
cian had met with unexpected failure. He had been gradu­
ally shoved out of polities in the late nineties. Hie 
politics of issues had wrought him small success, "here-
fore, tho Hegro intellectuals turned their attention to 
working with the hands as means to acquisition. 
rofessor K. L. Blooksheor, then Principal of th© 
normal which was located near Hempstead, stressed th© im­
portance of work when he addressed the Colored ©aohors* 
Institute at Cameron, Milam County, ?exa«, on November 18, 
1898. Mr. PXackshear's address was made under the caption 
of "Tho f co© Problem Discussed•"8e 
m'~T 1. Blaokshoar, "'Future lloitroH (An unpub-
llshed printed address, bound by the State Libra.ry. Archives 
©o felon), state Library, Austin, Texas, dated 18 llovomber 
1098, This booklet was "Dedicated to th© Honorable .Toff 
Johnson—<.Complements Very Hespeetfully (sic) of H. L» 
Blacksheor. " 
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Professor BlackEhear's overall topic was entitled 
"Future of the negro". Use ton© of Profoonor Blnckshear's 
speech was a for cry from rhnt tho ton© of other militant 
leaders had boon. He opened his address with "Sy friends, 
X am glad to meet you and to hew© the privilege of pre-
rentlng to you corse ideas suggested by the question 
* What shall tho ffogro dot * This question res tod heavi­
ly with Mr. Blaokshear. Xt was nunbor one problem of the 
TTegrooo of Foveas and tho Southwest. Xt had to do with the 
status of Bogroca in the stratafioation of the national life 
of tho United States. This problems rests with the Hegro 
oven in our own times, we hold a peculiar relationship 
to the American nation and to American History# Tho Itegroo# 
woro brought to this country and mad©slaves. Their wishes 
wore not consulted particularly. Their continued presence 
in the country as slaves created a misunderstanding between 
the north and South, and finally so intensified sectional 
differences as to bring on war. Xn his address, rofosaor 
Anderson continued by saying ttor t ̂ tannolpation gave us a 
new lesson to learn - that of ©elf-direction - and every 
day since we have been free we have boon struggling with 
this lesson." He stated further "we have been trying to 
learn how to think for ourcolvoa, how to manage our affaire, 
haw to maintain our equilibrium in the midst of new and 
untried forces." Slavery had not taught this lesson, for 
then the slave owners thought, planned, and directed the 
negro, nr. Blaokshear In a rhetorical sentence interrogates 
"How what shall the llegro dot He must win the confidence 
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and respect of his fellow citizens#" 
Then Mr# Blackshear focused his attention upon one 
of the most confusing to ics which affects American 
society even today. The topic of citizens and the types 
of American citizens was explained. Mr. Blackshear ex­
plained that "As black men we are not so much concerned 
in this stage of our progress in wealth, intelligence, and 
general influence about who shall rule as we are about 
HOW WB ARE RULED,,» Let us, the black men, be patient. Per­
haps it is not wise for us, the weaker race, to seem to 
dictate to the stronger which has a larger view and wider 
responsibility###We must bear in mind that to the stronger 
race is committed th© responsibility of maintaining and 
advancing civilization and that there are Interests at stake 
for all humanity too great to be jeopardized by risking 
them in untried, unready hands•H 
Mr# Blackshear continuedt 
In our present condition, our problems are 
not those of government, but those that relate 
to our own personal and social improvement. 
Let us first learn to properly support 
our families, educate our children manage our 
own affairs, and develor among ourselves a 
healthy moral sentiment that will purify and 
dignify our personal and social life, 
Hie business of the Negro is to stop 
making everybody else rich by spending all he 
makes; to quit begging some white man to run 
or back him and to learn^ to run himself 5 to 
quit having a "good time" and get down to sober, 
earnest, steady labor; to train up his children 
to habits of Industry and decent living} to quit 
buying bacon and raise it} to raise what he eats, 
eat less and sell more} to quit buying everything 
anybody brings along on the installment plan and 
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of the branch unversity was but a pale wish during the 
period. The power of the Negro as a politician In the 
State of Texas had waned almost to nothingness. William 
(Gooseneck Bill) MacDonald, who challenged the "Clark, 
Cuney, Coon's" concept of the Republican end Peoples 
Parties in 1896, had succeeded in 1898 to turn the tide 
of what little political power the Negroes had left in the 
channels of the Texas Democrats.0® Mr. Blaekshear seemed 
aware of these truths when he closed his address with 
Prairie View was established to prepare 
colored teachers for the colored schools of 
Texas. 
The constitution of Texas, in whose 
framing it may be said the Negroes had no hand, 
provides, however, for the establishment of a 
branch university for the colored youths, when­
ever their educational progress requires it. 
Avoiding useless and harmful political 
antagonisms, extravagant living and. denomina­
tional strifes, let us encourage right doing, 
better modes of living, economy and education 
among ourselves, and peace and good will toward 
our neighbors of other races« Aa Booker Wash­
ington tersely puts It: "Let down your bucket 
where you are• Make friends of the people a-
round you." 
After the 1903 meeting of the association, It assumed 
the role of the dlspossed. Politically the organisation's 
prospects were not too bright. Champions of Champions Cuney 
had died four years earlier.®* Politics of equal!tarian-
ism and of issues had become stymied. There existed efforts 
for revival of demands for political equality, but those 
S0D. c. ̂erry, Black Populism, p. 29. 
8*C. G. r/oodeon, Loc. Clt.. pp. 123-125 
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paying thro© and four prices for it# To 
emit renting, live self-denying until a 
lion© Is bought and then continue to live 
ĉ f-donyingly so as to keep tvan losing it, 
to quit nlayî i the nonkey b pulling out 
pollticiil cnantnutc for sonobocly oloos to 
bring th© Jug homo with nolassen In it# 
Ho then harks back to th© didacticism of Booker 
T# aahlngton whoa ho enidf "Mr. v/aahington soys wft 
mat be ssor© oonoorned about our duties than about our 
rights cud that to prove ourselves deserving to our 
rights la th© surest noano of getting thorn#" 
lb® public school teachers and the Christian 
preachers were detorralnod to be the sages who would 
"train the Rcgr© how to think rlfhtly for hinself, how 
to live# how to earn a livlihood, how to he a useful* help­
ful, harraonioue factor in Anorlcan life"* The nannoa of 
BCgroco were laborers and wage earners# It was felt that 
the mooes would detcraino what the status of the legro 
would be* Th© educated Hegro, the teachers and the preach-
era, wore adraonlshod to "Labor to elevate the usances of 
th© race"* This was to be don© by th© nubile schools and 
th© churches* Th© isnediat© needs of the hegro was ex­
pressed in *' o n@ed and must have teachers and ministers 
who will not be more wage-eamors or ealary-grCbbors, but 
who will by word and life lead the rase in the track of 
true progress"* 
kralrle View and its purposes were brcwî ht into th© 
address# The constitutionally proposed university for 
tfegrooc was mentioned also# The 1 mediate eatablishnont 
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efforts wore alight, with little effect. The State reacted 
to the requests and demands In a manner which was "estpedi-
©Htt — The wot ten yours wore to see the Colored Teach­
ers Jtot© Association of Taxes teaching the dld̂ oticlstns 
of "the Hew Herro." It was not until 1913 that the asso­
ciation reasserted Itself. It had boon re-organised and 
re-invigorated» Froasea indicated that tho taeetln - Hold at 
Brenhas, Texas § daring the month of HWftBteer, 191.5, was the 
ft -CI © 
'moat Interesting end successful meeting hold In yê ra. 
Approximately eight hundred members of the -nnoolo­
tion attended the meeting. The question of ft tote Univer­
sity was discus end by *>. ' . Jackson of Coraicrna, U 
Blftokflhear, raid L. 9. Anderson of AtgtJji, The origins! 
plane were that the mooting wo -Id bo held in tho churches 
of Bronham, but the capacity of tho.churches proved, too 
one 11 and task'* Fell (white) wee secured for the cession, 
rlnolpftl R, I*# Blaehshenr addressed the oudienoe at the 
night session on the subject, 'Fifty veer« of Freedom#" 
'mong other things, tho speaker said that after fifty 
years of freedom "we are now oomlag into the light of a 
realisation of what freedom means. e are to go to work 
and show Just what wo arc doing for the advancement of 
civilisation."®v 
President v. 8. D* Johnson of the Houston chool© 
0"Confidential Conference, 18 January, 1940. 
"Saturday Homing* Hov-nbar 99, 
191S. 
87HQHSSsnJMl2LJẐ » rridey Momin-, November 98, 
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delivered tho most interesting address ever delivered 
bofor© the asaoelatlon, beginning by sayingI "Dcmbt is 
dead, bigotry has fled, intolerance is writhing under tho 
heels of exertion and liberty, There is no such thing as 
cast or breed now, nobility exists only in service, power 
is the right of the competent. If w© neglect our responsi­
bility we will pay the penalty of inefficiency," 
Professor R. l»* Blaekshcar mad© a "pleasing" talk on 
the "Importance of Cultivating the Cood Feeling of the Pub­
lic Frees of foxes,* Re said that Charles F. Smith by 
roe son of his steading with the State press was in position 
to give the world more of th® good things which Negroes do 
than any other man in Texas among Negroes, " "e ought to 
read the papers, subscribe for them and lot tho press know 
that w© as Negroes appreciate th© good things they oay 
about us#1* 
The musical at Lusk1® Han was a groat treat to the 
people of Brenham, iley University with Its double quar­
tet, Prairie View with the group of 100 voices, raul uinn 
with its ehorrl club, -an Houston College with its ' reble 
Clef gave a musical© that excelled anything that had over 
been in Texas,*® 
The meeting closed on Sunday, November 30, 1913, 
The whit© citisens welcomed th© meetings of the Negro 
a"Houston Daily losts Saturday Morning, November 
29, 1013. 
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intellectuals in Brohhan. Prairie View through the Colored 
teachers State Association of Texas and through the good 
will of the whites of Trenhaia had caused to be erected 
eighteen new school buildings for Colored children during 
1913• Professor C» Klaoner, Superintendent of 'ashington 
County schools* welcomed the association in behalf of the 
tiiiifc© oitisena of Brenhem and Tnshington County. Among 
other things# Professor Klaener ©aids 
X come here today to welcome you who are 
the representatives of yottr race. *ou represent 
the culture and brain of your race, and I went 
to assure you that the people of this city and 
county welcome you as such. rn an evidence of 
what wo think of our Hsgro citiaons, I will 
toll you that during the year we have built 
18 new school houses in the county for the use 
of colored children. X trust you will have a 
splendid session. 
w, L. Davis» then of Kempstoad, Texas, was elected 
President of the association for the year 1913-1014. 
The year 1914 witnessed the eosfng of * or Id ar One. 
Professional, political, and civic organisations lost their 
"lias-light Importance" and America turned her attention to 
tho exigencies of the war and profit© to be gained there­
from. The year 1916 saw travel curtailed. The meetings of 
tho association were not so well attended as they hod been 
during the period of peace, People have little tine for 
study and self-bottorment during crisis periods. The 
theme of the Colored Teachers state Association remained 
the asm throughout the period of tho crisis years. Inci­
dentally, the them© of the Texas Stats Teachers* Associa­
tion of Texas, which held its thirty-fifth enratal session 
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in the City of Dallas, Texas, tmo "A Service Education* 
trith special reference to 'the rural life probleias of 
Texas•" 
Principal E. L, Blaohshear was released from oetlve 
service at Prairie View daring 1915. In the early "parity 
yeera" the Colored Teachers /ssociatien re-asserted itself. 
It attempt© to increase its meiaiberahlp with a fair degree 
of sueeess, It incorporated itself into the •'•t~te of ! exes 
In the form of a corporation. A body which is not a cor­
porate body cannot be tried at law, ' he incorporators 
were L, B. Klnohion, of Bell County, Texas; A, oblnson, 
of Anderson County, Texas; and A. B. Thomas, of loLennan 
County, Texas, The perpoooa for which the corporation was 
formed were "to support education and to promote the 
progress of education in the Stat© of Texas, as provided 
by raction 5, Article 1121, of the Revised statutes of the 
state of Texas," The pipe© where the business of the cor­
poration was to be located and transacted was at Palestine, 
Anderson County, Texas," and for such other places en racy 
from time to time be designated by the governing body of 
this corporation," (sic). The term for *fcich it wa# to 
exist was "fifty years from the date of its filing of these 
article® of incorporation in the Office of the ocretory 
of State of the State of Texas," 
At the meeting which was held at San Antonio, 'exaa, 
on November 27, 28, and 29, 1924, three important recom­
mendations were mad© by President J. H. on©, The first 
reocs isndatlon was that the constitution of the organ!action 
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b© nnonded to rood Soarateary-Treaawsar Instead of Scaretiny 
and Treasurer. The second recommendstion of the President 
provided 'that an educational Journal bo established.*' 
Third, a suitable person was to bo elected as secrets*̂  
who could "supervise the editing" of the Journal and that 
this secretary be placed on a full pay "as soon as the 
Association la able.':>r' 
The year 1996 marked an important era In the progress 
of tho Colored Teachers State Association. t was put on 
a business basis. Urn. 'Ill© A. alls Montgomery states 
In her preface to her 'History of ntato Teachers Associa­
tion" that prior to the meeting of 1996 which was held la 
aco, Texas, no up-to-date records were kept of the organi­
sation. dh© was ©looted Secretary-""ressurer at this meet­
ing. President illiart Coleman (109R-1996) presided at 
the mooting which was held on Hovombor 95, 96, and 9?* 
"Mr. Coleman, noted for his scholarship, preside with 
dignity and firmness," Four major projects had boon accom­
plished during the previous year under the residency of 
Mr, Henry Bertram Pomborton, Pp. They were# (1) the adop­
tion of a workable constitution, (9) the organisation of 
tho Department of College ducotlon and Collage Presidents, 
Department of High Behool Principals, Department of Super­
vision, Department of Agricultural t̂ension and Manual 
n"The Texaa standard {.Tubllee number), April— 
septotiberTlSSl, p. §47 
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TralnSnr.* Oopwtwmt of -aront-Toeohcr asociation, Depart* 
merit of Josnes Suporvieora , Department of rubllc School 
Una!©, Department of "Hi Yn and "Y. W." "erk, Department 
of ural ducstion, (3) a plan whereby th© association 
shared In tho receipts of the Thanksgiving Football ̂ emo 
and the nnual Kualoal, and (4) the adoption of the to to 
theme, "The Beat in r mcation for Vv©ry tlegro Child. This 
wf'S one of the most momentous years in the life of the 
organisation. The year 1925-1926 is said to be on© of the 
most memorable years in the life of the organisation# his 
year saw the accomplishment of the following} (1) th© 
appointment of a committee to devise nays and moans for 
employment of a full-time secretary, (2) th© appointment 
of a oonmitte© to ash for a normal school and a Tlogro State 
Supervisor, (3) the Texas Standard was to be published 
ninthly (This never was effected), (4) the departments of 
English, Mathematics, Science, Visual ducaticn, and "1 story 
wore added to the ones listed in the constitution, (•->) an­
nual tenure for aosnifcteea on research, Intor-r* cirl prob­
lems , prof esslonal ©thlcs, tenures and salaries, retirement, 
tensions, statewide educational committee, visual education, 
circulating libraries, legislative committees, athletics, 
and other associations, (6) annual dues were to be sent to 
tho I. A. T. C. by Association is Commit too, and tho : OXP-B 
Colored Teachers were to become members of the N» • A. 
At this meeting the Constitution which had been 
presented the year before and which had been th© center of 
much heated debate w&a read by Barnes D. Hyatt, who moved its 
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adoption. A» t. Holland seconded the raotlon Hhloh onrried. 
These years isarked the era of internal organ!ration of tho 
Col red Teachers "tat© Association of Texas, "true turn lly, 
the unit was no longer a disorganised and random body. 
4? 
CHAPT̂  III 
POLITICS OF COMPROMISE8 THE TWEMT? WHS 
The Colored Teachers stete Association of Texas, 
like the great economy thleh gave It birth, has gone through 
its normal states of youth and adolescence, and it is now 
in its mature state. This does not necessarily infer that 
the organisation has outworn Its usefulness, but it hints 
that it should collect its wares about it and appraise then 
In the light of their true value. arly history of the 
organisation shows that the organisation started as a so­
cial movement, a political movement, and for the moot part, 
an economic movement. The contemporary history of tho organ­
isation indicates that the organisation performs an entirely 
different role. For the past twenty years the organisa­
tion has been concerned greatly with internal improvements, 
hose desires which were exemplified by the early politics 
of the Colored Teachers State oaooiation of Texas have 
lost their identity. Its original purposes which were 
based upon politics of ©nualitarisniem and politics of 
compromise have been to a great degree shifted to petty 
politics of compromise. 
The teacher along with the preacher has lost gradu­
ally his position in Texas society, There was a time when 
/ 
the ©offramfty looked to the intellectuals for guidance. 
The teacher and the preacher stood paramount as the sage# 
of the times. Jbst when the decline in importance com­
menced is e question of controversy, for one encounters 
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greet difficulty in his attempt to tree© en ideal* Bom 
attribute the decline a causal effect of mature capitalism# 
But if capitalism employs investment ae a criterion of its 
successes and its failures then there is little evidence of 
maturiam* Others attribute the decline in the power of the 
Intellectual to the rise of associative agencies ̂ hlch con-
test the early functions of intellectuals and their organ-
ications# tech of the professions had given rise to 
organisations within their own ranks which have absorbed 
some of the constituents which earlier were parts of the 
teacher associations and organisations. The rise of social 
and civic clubs has attracted the attention of many pereons 
who ordinarily followed the teachings of the pedagogues# 
specialisation and change of interests hove contributed to 
the decline of teacher loader ship. The rise of the Negro 
Chamber of Commerce may bo o one id© rod as one of the con­
testants for power which res originally enjoyed by the 
pedagogues* Basically those leagues were civic# The first 
to be organised in ̂ egas »S the Bellas Negro Chamber of 
Commerce in 1996. The Harrison County Negro Chamber of 
Ccmoroe was established in 1936# "hose agencies, while 
thoir titles suggest businessmen's organisations, absorb 
the minutest elements in Negro society. The alma and objec­
tives of the Harrison County Chaafber reveal this. Its 
purpose was that of "stimulating closer co-operation among 
the people it represents end for providing e medium through 
which the aspiration and needs of the Negro population of 
the city end ecu ty could bo interpreted end correlated 
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with the larger plans and program of the community for 
civic "betterment in its various aspects"—educational, 
religious, economic, and social# It solicits the member­
ship of every Hegro who believes in co-operative efforts 
for the public good# Then, too, there came a medley of 
other organisations which contested for power and influence 
and which in some instances absorbed the teachers# Among 
these were the Y. M# C# A«, the Y, w# C# A#, the N. A, A, 
C. P#, the N# K. A#, and labor unionism. 
The year 1926 marked a definite change in the policy 
of Prairie View College# W# R. Banks became the seventh 
principal of the college during that year. It is often 
said that appointment of Principal W# R, Banks to the 
principal's seat at Prairie View, the cradle of the Colored 
Teachers State Association of Texas, marked the political 
disintegration of the "normal#"1 Principal Banks caused to 
be effected an exhaustive study of the aims and objectives 
of the institution In 1933-1954. Out of this study emerged 
the philosophy that "Prairie View College must serve the 
State of Texas at the points of her greatest needs,"® The 
establishment of the Prairie View Educational Conference in 
1931 marked an Important event in the history of the col­
lege. It was one of the attempts to serve Texas at the 
points of her greatest needs, The Conference brought to 
Prairie View educators, ministers, business men and women, 
housewives, social workers, farmers, men and women of Texas 
Confidential Conference, 18 May, 1948. 
"Prairie View University Bulletin. Prairie View Uni­
versity Press, Prairie View University Branch, Hempstead, 
Texas. 1946-47. p. 17. 
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from all walks of life. "These oitisenn have not toother 
and discussed every phase of Texas life, from the facili­
ties for educating TTegro eitisens to the training of 
dossestio servants." 
At its annual meeting in 1DB7, the Colored Tea chore 
fcate Association of Taxes unanimously ©Icoted Principal 
Barifc© President of the Association for the ensuing year. 
Under &r. Banks1 leadership the association hoi a orocoor-
ous year. The Texas Standard grew and contained valuable 
reading natter on methods of professional news. Perhaps 
the outstanding achievement of the year was membership 
campaign. A hlrfh water mark not reached before nor excelled 
since it was registered when above <5*000.00 was collected 
for memberships. The state Superintendent, the ^tsfce 
xsniner* local superintendents. many other public offi­
cials, and principals joined in malting the year a success 
as to enrollment. The annual meeting at Marshall, where 
the Colored Teachers State Acsociation of Texas was the 
guest of iioy nnd Bishop Colleges, was a banner meeting. 
Many outstanding personalities were at the meeting. 
Among them were Dr. H. C. Uewbold, ctnte Department of 
duostion, Taleigh, Berth Carolina; Dr. John ruy Fowlkes* 
University of isconsln, Madison, ' isoonsinj Pr» Lso * 
Fevrot, Field Foprcsonfcativ©, ookofoiler foundation, Baton 
rouge, Louisiana; Dr. J. It. Billard, President of the 
Sletor Fund, Chnrlottevillo, Virginia; President John r\ 
Davis, west Virginia Institute, west Virginia; Professor 
Q. T. Bluduorth, Department of Question, ustin, Texas; 
si 
and Professor D« B# Taylor, Stat© Department of attention, 
Austin, Texas* 
Dr# Ranks was followed by J. J# Khoads (1028-1989). 
Professor Phoads centered his attention upon improvement 
of feho Texas Standard and upon maintaining th© laesibership 
of th© organisation# It has been moments like the ones 
which witnessed th© loss of men of statute like Principal 
Ranks «hioh havo canned th© meraborshln to regret the feot 
that the presidents are chosen only for a one year period# 
The constant turnover of office holders has been one of the 
greatest weaknesses of the organisation# A period of one 
year is not great enough for a singular president to feel 
th© pulse of the organisation and to establish a set poliey 
which would be workable and effective. eaent studies 
indicate that the office of the president is rapidly becom­
ing an honorary one and the executive work formerly placed 
in his hands is carried on by the executive secretary# In 
some Instances th© executive committee is called the board 
of directors." The name here refers to that agency which 
has th© real control of the executive work# For the most 
part, th© executive committee is made up of ex-presidents 
of the Colored Teachers state Association of Texas# 
fir# Oscar Anderson Fuller was President of tho 
Colored Teachern Association during the year of 1989-1930, 
,/̂ ohn Oronrud, Thp PM 
Ti£a£o Teachers.*.. Assoclatlonn, "'cnchers College, Colnrbi© 
Vniversity ContMbutionc to duo©tion, Ho# 834, Bureau of 
Publications, Teaohern College, Columbia university, Row 
York City, 1986# 
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Th© 1930 meeting of the association was hold In Han Antonio.* 
The general session® were held In the Library Auditorium, 
and the sectional meetings wore held at the Colored high 
school• The President's annual address was "Our Questional 
and Soolal Heeds," Wis address was printed In Its entirety 
In the journal of the organisation during th© month of 
February, 1931* Th© annual address during th© preceding 
year KS "fh» flood for Constructive Pioneering In duoa-
tion."tt The mooting was hold in Houston, Texas, on liovom-
bor 28, 29, and 50, 1929, 
These years marked the beginning of loon years for 
the Colored Teachers Aasoolatlcn of Texas, Higher ©duea» 
tlon was still in the forefront of discussion, but little 
constructive work was being done In an effort to secure a 
school for th© high®** education of th© flegro race in Texas, 
President 'hoods of Bishop College said In his address on 
Hoveeiber 50, 1929* 
For fifty years Texas has taken high r^nk 
among other Southern States in Its provisions 
for the training of Its Hegro youth, both in 
privet© and In public Institutions, from tho 
standpoint of literacy among Wegroee for many 
years Texas has led eleven other Southern 
"fcatca, Including Maryland, Delaware, and 
Kentucky, and Is outrank® In that respect 
only by Missouri, Oklahoma, and '"est Virginia, 
It is sixth in number of Wogrc scholastics, 
third In the number of teachers, first in the 
SfflB Apfrppjo rYepfijng flews, November 29, 1930, 
The Houston Chronicle. Saturday, Hovesfeer 30, 
1929, 
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mxtoov of high schools* second In tho numbor 
of accredited high schools. third in expen­
ditures for Sogro teachers' salaries* second 
in pw cent of scholastics enrolled per 
teacher* third in annual tee oh or®1 salaries* 
and fifth in average length cf school tore* 
The alight lofed that Oklahona and Maryland 
haw ever fes»» in meat rjeinta rsssy he 
attributed* in part* to the fact mat faxes 
has five times as many $«gr© pupil a enrolled 
in its school a® Oklahoma and four times as 
many «s Maryland# 
These years marked lean year® for the teachers of 
Texas. But the Colored teachers Association of Texas 
persisted to meet throu#iout the various cities and fcovna 
©f Tessas. The Texas standard diminished in else from 0 1/2 
Insliss fey 11 1/2 inches in 1851 to 6 1/2 Inchoc fey 0 3/4 
inches in 1030* The boastful slogan in reforor.ee to ,:*~w© 
thousand paid motafecrships * * / of 1931 gave w-y to one 
shieh admonished To a progressive teacher * • * fay your 
membership foe* in 1032* Ms slogan was to fee popular 
throughout the thirties rherevor the standard re.a to appear* 
Despite the handicaps of the depression of the thirties, 
the Colored Teachers P.fcete Association of Tescso hold to it® 
ideal of the establishment of ''a university and one trach-
©re* college for Negroes in Texas*1,0 
But the ©nee militant organisation did not exemplify 
its old vigor in its approach to got then© schools stiloti 
It had exemplified in the years before* President Toneph 
J. : hoods reoewnsaftod aaaong other' things "that plans be 
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laid for the systematic development of sentiment , and the 
©monragement of legislotSon favoring the establishment of 
a university and on© teacher's college for Hegroes in 
Texas*# The depression year® appear to bring to light 
a system of politics which may bo identified as politics of 
compromise# The power and supremacy of the brother citizen 
apparently was recognized, if not acknowledged# 
"A plea for greater support of the state Asso­
ciation for Colored Teachers" which started In 1950, 
dominated the ardsitlon of the association throughout the 
thirties#' The plea road? 
There are a number of colored teachers of 
Texas who have stood "hard end fast" by the 
Association, but there are too may who are 
Indifferent about the payment of duos, 
attendance, otc# 
To those who are not active members, I am 
making this lest pies that you enroll today • nd 
be counted as helping our efficient president 
put over a worthwhile program. 
There was a time when on© or two persons 
would stand out prominently in ricking demands 
for the Hegro schools# but the schools of Texas 
have become too important Institutions to be 
dependent more or lesr upon sporatic instances 
of individual leadership# # „ 
The State Association of Texas has striven 
for years to do son© tangible and constructive 
work, while seme good has been aceomplinhcd 
TtJoh hag failed to be accomplished for the 
lack of funds and for the lack of proper 
encouragement and support by some of the teach­
ers of Texas# 
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On every hand rm see many conditions In 
our schools which should b© ranedled, such M 
rinnnfe terras* over crowded conditions, poor 
force Is brou^it to bear upon those In 
authority in an Intelligent way, thoao 
will continue to exist. 
If the !?©gro teachers of testes will mipport 
the Association and adequate fends ere rsecwred 
in order to push these cla • ns, ©ondxtKSMl win 
change, 
As an organisation we can wake no desatidci 
ponnlloon • impression would a beggar nabs 
cieoandlng that certain things b© done? 
All teachers who are interested in their 
own growth and the adveneeracnt of toach- ng ra 
a profession are under moral obligation to 
their State Association, 
President A, W, McDonald presided over the 1930 
mooting of the Colored Teachers Stat# Association of Texas,* 
Six liogro colleges presented the program,"5 The acting was 
held Kevtatoer 34, 05, and 06. The Fort Worth Star Tele­
gram carried the following write-up of the neotr.ng. 
A rausloale to be presented by six Kegro 
eollege© will b© the feature of the ?Tegrc State 
Teachers Association's convention program at 
Mount biles Baptist Choral*, 
It will Include tho talent of Bishop and 
Wiley College3, at Marshall, Sara Houston and 
Jarvla Christian Colleges, at Austin (do), 
tho I>, D, and B. Institute, at Austin, and 
final Qulim College, ''coo, 
Various educational esftiibite have been 
arrange• at the I, M, Terrell High Sohocd, 
* "Fort Worth Star Telegram, Thursday, November 24, 
1932, 
September, 
(Jubilo° I?û ber)»***** 
sr 1033, p, 32, 
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A social will be be Id today at the 32. B# 
Guiirn home on Carroll Street and later dele­
gates will be entertained with a program at 
Greenway Park# 
There were no day to day follow-up of the Fart 
Worth meeting. T. W, Pratt (1932-1933) was elected at 
Fort Worth meeting# By hard work and rigid economy he 
succeeded in carrying on a good year's work and leaving a 
substantial balance in the treasttry# His meeting was held 
at Austin, November 30 through December 2, 1933# Visiting 
speakers were Miss Gladys Little, representing Governor 
Miriam A# Ferguson, Miss Jessie Gray, President H# E# A., 
L# A# Woods, State Superintendent of Education of the State 
of Texas, Miss Jeanie M# Pinkney, Director of Health Edu­
cation, University of Texas, Mrs# C. H# Christian, Better 
Homes Commissioner, Mrs. Cora M. Martin, Professor of 
Elementary Education, University of Texas, Mr. Gordon 
Worley, Director of Negro Education in Texas, H. W, Stillwell, 
President of the Texas State Teachers* Association (white). 
Full proceedings of the meeting are in the Texas Standard 
for November, 1933. 
The Texas State Teachers* Association , (white) also 
held its annual meeting the previous year in the city of 
Fort Worth. The Colored Teachers State Association of 
Texas, whenever possible, holds its meetings in the same 
city as the white association# The reason for this is 
that they feel that better speakers can be engaged when the 
two organisations meet in the same city.10 
10Confidential Conference, 9 June 1948# 
m 
Beit® to inmiffie lent funds during the depression 
years tho state of ferns had adopted the practice of pay-
lag some school employees in warrants# These earraarits 
brought no interest and were not honored at all banks# 
President *T# Hill of tho Texas State Teachers * Association 
asserted almost angrily that if tho warrants (or script 
money) could be cashed at all they rant be heavily dis­
counted# x"* 
Hovonbor 99# 550# and December 1# 1034 # ushered In 
the <Tubile© session of the Colored Teachers "tata Asso­
ciation of Texas. Tho meting convened in the historic „. 
city of delves ten* Texas# Mr# C# 0# Pod gore, then nerving 
in the capacity of principal of the Corn5 oana High ' ohool# 
res elected to the office of the presidency of tho 
Colored Teachers rfcnte /snoolaticn of Texas for the years 
1935-1938# He began his administration with a very bright 
outlook# Ho formulated an elaborate schedule of objectives 
and plana of procedure for tho year 1933-1934#1:: However# 
r*r» l-vodgors was called to Oklahoma# to serve as curriculum 
revision specialist# Ho resigned hie position as rinolpal 
of tho Corslosmt ITiph School and President of tho Association# 
'Ha© Executive Committee» ably assisted by Principal "• H# 
Banks of Pralrio View shaped up the program for the Cal-
vor.ton meting at rhieh T# Bt Mitchell, first vice prosi-
%fVao ĝpKfc. WprPh Thursday, Bovemben 24# 
IWSSmn 
**Theae plans are to be found In The Texas atandtuvi 




The them© of this seating was ©entorod on "The 
Improvement of Bural Teachers and lurnl Schools"»** 
Professor 0* 'Ltmmr Harrison (now President of iAn^oton 
tliiivorslty# Langston# Oklahoma)# head of the Department 
of i duoe fclon at Prairlo View# had acewffluleted son© very 
Instructive materials for th® 1-prove®®nt of rural teachers 
and rural school©# H® had don® much research In th© flold 
of rural education# 
Members of th® Bsgro press set with the teachers 
during th© Thursday# Heveiatoen 80# 1934# session#16 The 
on© outstanding event of this mooting was perhaps the 
sooting of the Colored Teachers State Association of Toms 
with th© Terns State Teachers* Association (white) at the 
City Auditoiun during the afternoon of Boventoer 29# Br. 
Cheaalng H# Tobias of Hew York and Br# Henry A. Hunt of 
Washing ton* B# C## wen© guest speakers of th© evening 
session which was resuned at 7100 o'clock. Friday's meet** 
In,- was one of business, (hi Saturday officers for the 
ensuing yoar wer© chosen and the meeting was adjourned# 
Oovemor-^leot .Tamos V# Allrod addressed the ^exaa state 
Toaehcra* Association# He spoke briefly of "The Hew Hra 
1<sFull proceedings of this meeting sv rocorciod in 
(thmuEbored) for th© month of liovoobor# 
p.». 
1 BWSL2832^mJ28*3Z..te Saturday# Bccemhor 1# 
1934# 
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in Education8 prior to his introduction of Governor 
MoNutt. 
He expressed hie appreciation to the teaching 
profession for the assistance given him when h© was 
attorney general of the State. "We fought together to 
* 
preserve for the children of Texas the priceless heritage 
to which they were entitled by right of constitution", he 
said# 
President T. B. Mitchell (1934-1935) had the dis­
tinction of having filled Mr. Rodgers* unexpired term of 
being elected to succeed him.2"53 His administration had 
the distinction of bringing forth a history of the Col­
ored Teachers State Association of Texas in the form of 
the Jubilee Number of the Texas Standard. 
The fifty-second session of the Colored Teachers 
State Association of Texas opened in the Library Audi­
torium at 9!30 A# M. November 28, 1935. M, B. Davis of 
Austin was elected President of the Colored Teachers State 
Association of Texas. The organization under Professor 
M. B. Davis concerned Itself with internal organization# 
Professor Davis bad a successful year as the presiding 
officer of the group. His meeting was carried to Dallas, 
Texas. The meeting took place on November 26, 1936 and 
lasted through November 28. "The two principal measures 
passed during this administration weret (1) That the asso­
ciation go (sic) on record as favoring the Teacher Retire-
iSThe Galveston Dally News, Saturday, December 1, 
1934, 
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nemfc Plan. (2) That rm ask (sle) through our legislators 
for th© passage of a law to ©id students who mint go exit 
of th© state to got desired ©curses.1* 
Professor I# Q» Hurdle succeeded Mr* Davie to the 
seat of Preoidont of tho organisation, no held his po~ 
*• 
oltion frcsi 1956 to 1937. He terminated hie tenure of 
of fie© In th© friendly city of Beaumont, testae. In Beau­
mont, th© nnsoof.ation encountered congee ted conditions. 
Beaumont wan host to 10f000 Baptist members oho were at­
tending the annual B. T* 9. Convention (white) and to 
ovor 000 delegates of th© Colored Teaehora Stat© Asso­
ciation of Texas «ft*o held session In the Antiooh Church of 
Booumntp10 She Hegro meeting was scheduled to meet from 
Rovoribor 26 to !k>voa£>©r 28, inclusive. So crowded was th© 
city that tariff W» W« Richardson was obliged to extend an 
invitation to th© effect that "Son© of th© delegates to th© 
Baptist Training Convention may spend tonight in the 
County Jail*"*" 
neverthelessp th© Colored teachers convene- and 
their meeting met with a fair degree of success. I. Q. 
Hurdle p principal of Keeling Junior Ri$i School of Austin, 
Who was "state president"p delivered his annual address at 
Ĉonfidential letterf doted 33 Ranch 194B. 
1 n2mmol.:MsmlSS.» SaturdaypRovernfeor ST, 
1937. 
Rnfrorpplsg, Saturday, Novoribor 38, 
A*?tTr * 
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the opening session* Mayor P. T>* Benfro weleonod the dole-
gates en behalf of the city, and vf* B* 0111, principal of 
the Carroll school , greetod the association for the local 
teachers* Poring the first session, tho Andersen High 
School hand of Austin gave a concert* 
Mrs* Lottie Hadnott presented "A heading Demonstra­
tion," and Mrs, Sadie L* Karroy, health teacher, discussed 
"The Teaching of Health In tho Charlton-rollard High school*" 
A sightseeing tour had been arranged through the courtesy 
of oraons B« Crogen, principal of tho Pipkin Tilenentary-
Junior High school • The thono of the convention for that 
year was "Making the Problem of Living the Subject Matter 
of school ,%rk.nW0 
Dr* L# A* " oods was the main speaker on Friday* In 
his appeal to the Tlegro educators of the P-tote he urged 
theia not to bo qolttors * "The nan *h© is overcome by 
obstacles is a failure $ but the man *#*© overcome® obsta­
cles i® a success," he said* I like to see a winner, to 
i 
BOO a fellow scsle the walls*" 
* » B 
He added? 
Yon are tho color you are because ^od, 
will® it so, but you are what you ar© nor ally, 
educationally, and otherwise because you will 
it so* You have your handicap, I have rat no. 
You have acm I don't have* 7 have some you 
don't have* 
Then Dr. cods cited instances of peoplo succeeding 
®°Donursont Enterprise, Ibid. 
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despite handicaps, ending with "If theno persona could suc­
ceed with the handicaps they had, whet should w© do with 
no hindrances?" 
Other speakers on the program were i resident <7# *T# 
Rhoadn of Bishop College# Marshall! and D# B* Taylor# State 
iJupervisor of Uogro High Schools of Texas# Taylor spol o 
on "Soil Conservation#" There were other speakers vfao 
spoke of vocational education# 
In his keynote speech Thursday# Professor Hurdle 
outlined a twelve-point program that he rocounended the 
teacher© to adopt# These included the Boy Scouts# # T# .# 
national educational organisations# and institutions for 
delinquents# invalids, the deaf# blind# and cripples. The 
reorganisation of the body into fivo districts was also 
reooHsaended. #331 
Prairie View established her Division of Graduate 
Study in 1037# he had added another page to her expanding 
history# Normally when one read# these aocorrpliehnents his 
rind reflects back to the long and hard struggle <tfiich 
raged during the turn of the nineteenth Century. One has 
little wonder that the words of Professor H# M# Tarver# of 
the fair city of Brenlmr# took such lasting effect# Thou$i 
it Is said that Mr# Tarver was employed by the Cols red 
Association of Texas as a nepft>or of the University Committee 
•*fhe Texas Stat© Teachers Association had effected 
these reorganisations as early a© 1931# These revolu­
tionary changes" wore effected at their Anarillo meeting# 
Hovonbor 07# 1931# 
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md thcnigfc ho accepted the assignment, declined the idea 
of the establishment of ft branch university for Hegroes 
when he was questioned by the whites of Brerihaa# Ho said, 
as a substitute, Prairie View should be enlarged# Among 
other things. Professor Tarver said that the masses of the 
Colored people did not require a olaeaiccl ©duestic®. 
tinder the presidency of Hp. O# J# Theme (1937-1938) 
the association aside a return visit to Fort ̂ orth in 1938 
mioreupon Bp* A# J*# Turner, Carthage, Texas, wre appointed 
'"resident of the Colored Tecchore Association of ""exes for 
the ensuing year (1938-10395• 
Texas Colored Teachers convened in Houston, "eras, 
during the Thanksgiving season of 1930#"® The Chronicle 
gave the following account of the meetings 
Texas negro teachers will meet here today 
to hold the annual session of their state asso­
ciation * The session will bo held at oCod Hope 
Baptist Church and will bo continued through 
Saturday* Delegates will be present from all 
parte of tho State# 
The association will open with a loc i 
program of welcome this morning with Jao» 9# 
ry©n, principal of Jack Yates jtigjh ohool of 
Houston, presiding as general Chairman of 
entertainment comitteos • 
Mayor Holeorahe is on the program to 
deliver the welcome address and violet L# 
McCartney of Jacksonville, will respond# 
Other speakers this morning will be tho 
reverend T# J# Clements, A• "« Jackson, John 
A# Fowlkea, "bronco mayor" of Houston, the 
reverend A# A# Jjuean, w# X.# Davis and M# B# Davis# 
""figtiafron i3P&l3L-]:flflk» 'Saturday Morning, January 7, 
1890# 
, Jtoft%m, PfoK?I&SA&» November 30, 1039# 
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A. hm Tumor* association prositlont* of 
Carthago* will render his anmml nddrens 
SSS nornin* and the report of John j *<* 
executive aeerotory of Houston* will bo given 
tho name tine# 
programs « 
A privet© theatre party for taor&ora will 
bo given tonight at the Rainbow Theatre, 
The Chronicle for Poeeidber 1, 1939* did not carry 
a follow-up of tho Nogro meeting* but it gave an account of 
Its sister organisation* Terra State Teachers * Association 
of Texas* shich hold its ideating in the /last© City#** The 
Eeverend B« Jonoa* San Antonio Episcopal pastor* told tho 
toaohor® that the spirit of intolerance and prejudice that 
seeks to oppress minority groups is the moat serious threats 
to tho welfare of the Unite-'; tatos • Among other thing# 
he said* tho "fear and pride that would suppress freedom 
of speech and press and the cheep conception of humanity 
that corrupts business and polities by saying ,̂ very man 
has his price1 stand# as a constant threat to the structural 
foundation of the American way of life#" 
S, 0, ©rich was elected head of the Colored teach­
ers at the Houston meeting# Uarnhall* Texas* and iley 
College were to serve as hosts to 6*000 Segro teachers in 
®* • * Peo€saber 1* 1939# Also 
so© the |£ _ or 1* 1939 
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Iav©£̂ bor* 1940*®® Th© mooting convened on Povostoor 21, 22, 
and 25* Th© first welccano addree- was dolivoro& by "the 
Honorable L* w, Kariol* Mayor of Marshall* Among the 
great flurry of Aaeriean flags* and among other things* 
pleasing to the audience»n e&rs* th© nayor said* 
w© are all Americans and uphold the glories 
of this country of ours* and I an sure this fine 
group of teachers is doing Just this thing* in 
looking out over this r:roup* I an our© that :ho 
?!©gro youth is in good hands and that t*o o n 
erneet good things of thorn* 
Again wo welcome you her© and will do all 
that r© can to help make your sojourn her© both 
pi©? cant and profitable* 
'he business of tho mooting was conduct© In its 
usual manner* and tho mooting adjourn©?! on November 25* 
1940, !!# B* Fochorton was solocte a© the next president 
of the organisation* and the place of tho next mooting was 
designated to bo Dallas, Tots©* Th© themo of tho mooting 
of 1940 mo " ducat ion and Jobs for Bo,pro ̂ outh." The 
them© for the 1941 mooting ma *Creative Education*" rhe 
mooting of 1941 vma important in that th© new constitution 
which had boon road at the last annual mooting was to be 
ratified*53® 





11 shod by 
°ovembor9 1941* 
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organisation has invariably served as a soro thurb. 
Article V, Section 1* of the Constitution of 1906 
all tied that ,!Tho Constitution nay bo altered or amended 
at any regular mooting by tee**1thirds vote of the members 
present", the organisation has had four known different 
constitutional The Constitution of Dsooeftcr 96# 19061 
under the preoideney of W# T# tloCall, itastinf the Consti­
tution of 1020, und-r the presidency of A» $. Holland, 
Palestine (presumably, this was the second constitution)! 
the Constitution of 1925 Milch was tentatively adopted 
under thes presidency of B* B, Pentoorton, Sr#, and rati­
fied during the tenure of President ,?illlom Coleman, 1 
Paso, in 19261 and tho Constitution of 1940, <nhleh was 
finally accepted in 1941, un&or the presidency of H<, B* 
Pemtoerton, «Jr, • 
y, Irl weatherby, Certified Public Accountant, 
hrtn to say of the net? constitution the foil wing I 
a standf.rfl. (JUMleo Hasfcop), April 
September, 1956,pp« 41-So, 
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3% ihl mmmm 
Certified Public Accountant 
M. and K# Building 
Houston, fossa® 
Iktrch 0, 1942 
In, "# T, fa tun, Chairman Budget Committee 
Ooloroci A©achars State Association of Teste® 
B#etta»nfc, Texas 
Bean Sim 
In accordance with your instructions I have ised© an 
examination of tho financial records of the Colored Toochors 
Stat© Association of Texas for the year 1940-41, and. submit 
ny report consisting oft 
Auditors* neeewnendations• (sic) 
Statement of Becelpta and Disbursements by xecufciv© 
Secretary for the year 1940, 
Statement of Receipts and Diobur cement a b xeoutiv© 
Secret©.!"/ for the year 1041# 
statement of Receipts and Disbursements by Secretary-
Treasurer for the year 1940, 
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements by secretary-
Treasurer for the year 1941, 
All receipta and vouchers war© examined, 
I have also examined tho report® submitted to tho 
convention during Bovember 1940 (ale), and find then in 
agreement with the books as reflected in rty report. 
An examination of the books reflects unskilled and in 
am© case® lax record keeping, bat ne evidence of wilful 
misapplication of funds, There were a number of clerical 
errors which wore cleared up by examination of original 
records such as receipts, checks, vouchers, etc# X tran­
script of those will bo furnished you upon reoueat, 
Heconnondetiona arc being mod© for improved procedure in 
this respect, 
t deeply regret the delay in submitting this report. 
It was occasioned (sic) by the prose of other work# 
Respectfully submitted (ale) 
Certified ublic c 
countant 
es 
cokomiD moHiHs mmm association OF TFXAS 
Axmirom* mcmwmmmom 
9vmMMUm 
The new constitution doe© not clearly provide the 
dutloa of the executive secretary* I rmotmen& that a 
section be dram that contains nor© definite ^revisions as 
to his duties and responsibilities * 
The constitution provides that the Permanent Fund is 
to consist ©f gifts fist all excess funds at the eat of the 
year# I find fault with this provision for two reasons# ' 
FirstI It toes not permit the officers of tho 
Association to undertake and plan brood projects which 
might require several years mmrhbIstion of ©orpins in the 
available fund* An example of such project might be a 
survey of the working conditions of colored Teachers and 
the publication of foots revealed by such survey. 
Secondt tinder this provision of the constitution, 
tho permanent fund is placed in tho position of ran 
unwanted relative# It gets only what is left and there is 
no Incentive to the officers or the membership to see 
that anything Is left# 
I recommend that the constitution bo amended to 
provide a definite altruistic purpose for the tomanent 
Fund* 
That Vd or XOfi from each smt&>er*eM.p and -18*00 from 
each life membership bo placed in the Forasnent Fund* 
That publicity be given the purpose of the Fburad and 
that donations to It bo actively solicit© and that the 
constitution provide that th® energetic promotion of th© 
Fund bo one of th© duties of tho Txecutive Secretary* 
The constitution provides thnt tho Secrotary^Tressur* 
er receive all moneys and issue receipts therefor, and 
that funds shall be disbursed on voucher warrant® or checks 
signed by both the Secretary and the President. 
This provision has boon consistently ignored in 
spirit, if not in letter. In ray opinion, this provision 
hm been discarded as far as pro ©tie© is concerned because 
of the Impossibility of carrying out th© provision© of th© 
constitution* 
Practical considerations have made it necessary to 
have a great number of collectors and cashiers at the con* 
vent ion who receive money and Issue receipts* Bering the 
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period, between convention® the rmjor bulk of th© dues of 
the oesfcore are moiled to the ?^©outiv© Secretary who 
passes them on to the Socretar^Troaauror# Bewever in 
aoss© eaeos these receipts were used to defray expense© of 
the : xeeutive Secretary's of fie© end wore accounted far 
by receipt# 
Th© constitution should provide that the xeeufclv© 
Secretary end such other cashier® or collectors go dosig-
si©ted bv either the secretary frmmror or the exeeutlv© 
eoOTitts© b© authorised to collect.money aafl glue receipts# 
that these collectors then torn over their receipts intact 
to the *Secret mry-Troasurer who shall lams* receipts to 
thorn# 
The constitution provtdoa that funds shall bo dis­
bursed only on vouchor warrants or checks aimed by both 
the Socrotary-Troaettror or the President# 
1 find that the Executive Secretary has in many 
e&aes paid noeosoary ©xponsos fro© hie own funds and later 
requested refunds of the amounts so spent# This .procedure 
le amount© to an approval after the expenditure which la 
in violation of the spirit ©f the Constitution, also th©. 
chocks are signed by the Secretary-Treasurer only. Under 
th© gSroumst©noes, it 1® probnbl© that some of the 
vouchor® were proposed after the actual disbursements of 
th® funds # 
I recommend the Constitution provide for two addi­
tional bank accounts in th© city in which the -xocutlvo 
Secretary maintains his office# On© for th© purpose ef 
depositing funds received by the Executive secretary and 
to be subject only to checks drawn by th© Secretary-
Treasurer# "ho second to bo © Petty Cash Account ef .a 
round an which shall be subject to check by th® Sxecutiv© 
Secretary# rhi® account to be replenished as need® '": by 
cheek from th© r'ecrotary-Tren surer. 
I further recommend that the Constitution contain 
tome provisions for th® pledging of th© credit of the 
Association# It is unfair to any officer of the Associa­
tion to expect him to make advances for expenses which 
m'ght or might not be authorised, I suggest that the 
executive committee be- empowered to muthcrl.no th© Secretary-
Treasurer to sign the note of the Association for any 
necessary advances# 
I further recommend that the Constitution be amended 
so as to .provide for Mi® making of certain definite expondi-
turco by th© Secretary-Treasurer end for the Executive 
Secretary upon th© authorising the proper official® of th© 
Association to make monthly expenditures accordingly, and 
providing that any expenditures in excess of the budgeted 




I find that the procedure of handling receipts has 
boon one that leads to error# Withered reoeipt books are 
sailed to osoh principal wlio has agreed to act m a col-' 
lector of dues# These books together with receipts 
collected are then either milea In or turned in at the 
convention# receipts for' individual dues* moneys from the 
principals and other rcooipts are then issued by the various 
people acting as cashiers together with duplicate receipts 
to mm$mm ttfi claim to have paid previously their dues# 
fhis condition with auMftwti receipts duplicated makes an 
accurate aoeounfcing of receipts very difficult# 
1 recommend that one cashier be appointed to handle 
the remittances of the collectors end that another be 
designated to handle the payments of the individual members • 
That no receipt# be issued unless the collector has 
the actual money# 
To avoid difficulty with lost receipts# 1 suggest 
that a membership card be issued to each member on payment 
of duos and that duplicate membership cards might bo Issued 
without dues payxaent when a responsible officer of the asso­
ciation Is satisfied that the original has been actually 
issued.# 
That the receipts bo deposited intact end that 
duplicate deposit slips be kept# This deposit slip to 
identify the receipts from which the money is received by 
number or by dates. 
In ay rocoasacndations as to the constitution I have 
covered the procedure for handling disbursements# 
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fa Dallas, Texas, ©a ttovesfoer BO, 1941, the com­
mittee on Policy and Progma for the Colored Teachers State 
association of Texan* coaprieed of Thcnaa L# Hoiley, Sen 
Antonio, H# f* To too, Seatmont, and Joseph J# Hhpado, 
Chairman, Marshall, proposed to the hxecutivo coraitttee 
that "the two major services of the Colored Teachers state 
association of Texan he directed by the two ooit~lealonswJ 
(1) Oocrisston on Equalisation of Kdueofclmal Opportunity 
and (2) demission on Participation of ffegroes In local, 
State, and Federal Agencies# Mr# Joseph J# Hhoade was the 
chairman of the first eosnission and Hp# J# c, MaAdams, 
Crockett, was the chalrsmn of the second eossritsslen#13® 
Tims endeft the memorial year of 1941# 
iforld War Two eano to the Americas on Deoeateer 8, 
1941, Insofar as history admit©# The declaration was nade 
on a Hbluo Monday*, for on the Sunday proceeding ©vents 
caused by Japan took piece whloh "shall live in infhray% 
We declared war on the Axis Powers, with special reference 
to Cermny and Italy# 
1# J# White, Longview, Texas, was elected as presi­
dent of the association during the 1941 meeting# He held 
tho position for a period of two years# His annual meetings 
were In Beaumont in 1942 and la Waco in 1943# If© mis 
followed by B, T« fatua, Beaumont, who held his annual 
session in Houston in 1944# The meetings wore concerned 
primarily with the"two major services51 of the Colored 
1 
••fetter from the Policy and ProgrMl Ocvaraitfcee to the 
xocutive Committee, ©alias, Texas dated Hovenbor 20, 1941# 
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Teachers Stat® Association of Tessas,08 It, too concerned 
itself with Internal organisation, Moat of Hi© work of 
the organisation was done, a® usual, through Hi® various 
committees during tho crisis years#00 Professor T&tum at 
« 
his mooting in Houston spoke strongly relative to tho works 
of the Cetml salon on Equalisation of Educational Oppor­
tunity#8* He was succeeded to office by 0# 1# Price# 
Price carried his meeting to the Capitol City in 1945# 
SBMLiPPUa,^toMB the following account of 
the gathering*0,1 
llojgro teachers from all over the state will 
jaeet her® thursday morning in the initial soonion 
of the annual convention of the Colored roabher® 
State Association of Tma»# 
Tho flrat general session will be held at 
the Dwte Miller auditorium at which Mayor Tom 
Miller and f# D# Marshall of Bellas will be the 
Principal speakers# 
The second general session open to the pub­
lic will be hold Thursday night. Speakers will 
be Oovemor Coke Stevenson, SuperIntondont T# 
Robins of Taylor, and Br# B# 1* Johnson of 
Toxorkana# 
There was no follow-up by either of the two daily 
papers of the city# Governor Stevenson assured the Timbers 
of tho association that the possibilities of a legro 
university would bo unblasly considered as a possibility 
£®Ccnfidentlal Conference, 6 July 1948# 
80Confidential Conference, 6 July 1948# 
01 The Informer, Houston 1, Tessas, Saturday, Bsc&&» 
ben S# 1944# The Moo ting convened rovesftjer so through 
Saturday, December 2# 
Ibursday, Jfovenibor 29, 1948# 
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In the neap futwre# The governor later appointed a hi-
racial oesnittee to study the possibility^ 8 
• 
j# E, Oooden was ©looted president for the ensuing . 
year and ho hold his meting In fort forth* Teres, in 1040, 
The press of that city gore the following aocount of the 
meting! 
•The opening session of the 63rd state 
convention of the Col rod Tea©h®rs 
elation will bo held at 10800 A, ^ Thurs­
day in the madltorium of the X# <*, Terrell 
(Jlerrro) High School# B, Busby, <-•# J» 
Hurley, and L# B# Williams will welcome 
delegates. 
Speakers at a program Thursday night in 
Will Rogers Ho orlal Auditorium rd.ll include 
Pat S3, tfeff, president of Bailor TJniversityl 
Mark fc§©*, Ctkirwste of the fei-rneial cosr-
cdtte© ap Tinted % dovemor Stevenson to 
work out'plans for a negro state university! 
and !>, M, Johnson, Ifogro retired principal of 
the Terrell school• 
Jkmmg the speakers will be Cordon "v or ley, 
state supervisor of negro educaticn, and % 
Doran, president emeritus of Wiley College at , 
Marshall# . 
The journal of the Colored Teachers State Asoo-
elation shows that-the usual procedures were carried out* 
0, W, Crtwi? was elected to the chair for the following 
year, Mr# Crump carried hi© followers to the historic 
Alamo City for the 1947 meeting# Both the Colored Teach­
ers State Association of Tom* and the State Teachers 
Association (white) set in Sen Antonio during the Thanks­
giving season# Mrs# Hllie Alia© w©lls-^k5ntgofi»ry, T-ous ton, 
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Tessas# mmmA the position of First 7ie© President of 
the organisation "which is tantamount to being elected 
ppcftldmfe*#"* Over »#000 attended the teachers1 coir-
4 < i ' 
vent lea#4*11 / 
President Ortsap pointed oat three major steps which 
ho proposed for Issaodlat© consideration by the Tbccoutlve 
Oc^nittoe * First t Heproeentation In the House of Delegates 
©f the national Education Association# seconds Attempt to 
establish a state Junior college to meet the recognised 
standards of education* thirds Ihc need of a state tenure 
lst?| equalization of salary! standardise teacher quail-
flections and protestation against unethical standards of 
teachers#®® Aside frori the above major proposals# Mr* Cw 
drew sounding applause by suggesting a title of qualified 
teachers stall©r to those of other profession# such as 
CM# D#), minister® (Reverends)# etc# The 3*n Antonio 
acting lasted from Hĉ ojifoor £7 throng November 09# 
The survey of the meetings of the Colored Teaehere 
« 4 « * 
8aaM̂ CTS!i Houston 1# Teams# Saturday, heecrfcer 6# 
1047# - • ' 
aito 
**5he "unethical standards of teachers" harks back 
to the days of yellow Journalism of , flap,a, ^ 
rail®.©# Teams# This tabloid made assertions at the ttim of 
the twenties that the Col-red Teachers Association was a 
clearing house for the unethical te&ehei*© • It aay b© said 
that Ufioceotatag conduct on the part of some few torchere who 
attended the meetings was more associative# rather than cas­
ual- perhaps# lis© tabloid was eventually ruled undesirable# 
as well as not representative# 
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Stat© Association of Vom9 indicate that they were mr© 
ov loan set to © given pattern. It is a house of organi­
sations, with wry litti© external effect on the population 
whioft it wae destined to servo,. Mr®, Hill© Alma '•'alio-
Montgomery, first Vice /resident of th© Colored Teachers 
;;tate Association of Texas, In her "Sixty Year© of regress 
of the Colored Teachers Association ©f Texas states that 
"l-erkop* the. greatest achievement of the association In 
recent years is the part it played in getting out-of-state 
aid for professional study of Segr© students. The associa­
tion had several representatives on the ocraralttee which 
worked on the project for several months and contributed 
#l,f>00 toward the lobby for th© passage of th© bill grant­
ing «nat» aid#"37 
Article I of the Second Constitution of th© organi­
sation, reprinted during the administration of *# r» tTol-
land in 19m t states • . , . and Its purpose shall b© to 
promote th© progreee of education In th® State of 'Wg," 
Th© 1096 Constitution, drafted during Mr. Colonon* a nd-iin-
ia tret ion, in Article 1, Section I, adds, • and 
through the S, A* T, 0. S,, to assist in the rrronotlon of 
a national educational program for Negro youth in America." 
Hardly lees Important, however, me the leadership 
which the aaeociatica has furnished In the equalisation of 
©alarice of Negro teacher* in the state. It appointed a 
commit toe which macle a study of procedures used in other 
7 negro life, hoc, cit. ,  p ,  4 ,  
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states where equalisation petitions had been filed» Th© 
findings were rn&de available to toims teachers and eon-
miltanta furnished when they were desired# a© committee 
sis© worSeed With ate to officials In the Department of 
r attention and cmtced, to b© set up a Cow&ailcn on T qanli-
satlon in ideational Opportunity. a# 
In passing* the nature of the meetings needs men­
tioning# the over-ell pattern seems to be one which did 
not trans'# The orifflery purpose of the no©tings seamed to 
have boon for the collection of do« and the '©lection of 
officers# The first day was always sot aside for instruc­
tion, recreation, and speeches* The second day was set 
aside for business sessions* The third dry ma act acid© 
for the ©lection of officers and the completion of trai­
nees* So est see the pattern that in 1980, y©h*i "'fra&n 
Pice complainedt0® An acccmnt of this is given In the a ' 
Jubilee Edition of the official Journal*** The ewoornt 
from the reprint reads 
For forty years the Colored Teacher© 
ftate Association had. been doing bnslnecs in 
about the same way* lech year saw a splendid 
pro;y*aw which mm in a largo staeenre a duplicate 
of the previous year1® program# "ash year caw 
a group of above five hunan#'' toatihare, 
representing the best of our race, resemble 
*9Ibld. 
June, 1930* 




1901*6 and more a poorly organised political 
wfioc© chief purpose w©s to ©loot a President, ana 
^hos« unspoken slogan serried to b© ; n& end 
tustifiea the nccns*" In the midst of ehaos 
which pelgnod at imoh ©lections, a few years a o, 
© wmtng school man of not yet thirty oJ ... 
aiTO, oiWst a vision of Chat the association ought 
to &© end in face of won -ho had been in the 
organisation "before he was born# had the herd'.hooa 
to rlo© end «» that the conduct of the boeinosa 
of the association was * ronroeoh ttoon fee fair 
nanse of Teas## Colored Tee chore, that wo should 
here a new eoratffctttlen and a bettor program 
of work, feat th© association should be sono-
thiiw wore than a westing at which eon© papers 
were read and which than degenerate into a 
©arias of unpleasentries continent to the ©lee-ion 
of & president whoso major requirement was years 
o f  r a o i r i b c r a h i p  I n  t h ©  b o d y  •  •  •  i • *  
Mr, Bio©1 s official ©onneetion with th© association 
began as EdMfttttenal Secretary in th© Port ortb Sesnioa 
of 1025, He was the first Executive Secretary of the 
organisation and he carved In that capacity for a period 
of five years, during which time th© moribe-ship of the 
association increased from 500 to 1,500, His services 
wer© lost to th© organisation is 1934, at which tine ho 
was elected by the Odd Fellows as Assistant Endowment 
Secretary of that body, 
Thus ©nic the first toin work of this nature wife 
regard to th© Colored, voachcrs Stat© Association of "exec. 
? 
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SUMMARY A1TD C01I0LUSI0U3 
Colored Teachers Stat© Association of Texas 
emerged *;«? *1 social and political movement. ''0v4* ^er social 
nor poll -leal ootid mors, while they may be aenoratefi one 
frow the other for convenience of treatment, can "be di­
vorced ' on© from the other# Movements come an the re si If of 
of awakenings and rejuvenations and are bl-products ox the 
awakenings* 
Colored teachers became aware of themselves and the 
system in which they worked a'a early as 1878 ween the c tate 
Teac ers Association of Texas (white) was established. Too, 
the radical cult of Colored Republican teachers who wore 
imported into Texas from the Sorth and Southwest and the 
Bast t iough t they saw a vantage point in organisation. The 
organisation, of the Colored Teachers State Association of 
the State of Texas was a product of the period of transition 
in the State of Texas. 
"Tip 
The turn of the nineteenth Century brought little 
that was net? to the cultural regionalism of Texas and the 
Southwest. The idea of equalitari nism is an economy that 
had as its basis a utilitarian society evidenced itself in 
the rise of schools, colleges, cbnrc' ©a, and civic organi­
zations. The spirit of ©quailtart-riam epitomized 1 t self 
in tie profeeslonnlization and popularization of learning 
by both Hegro and white groups. 
There were conflicting teac lags during the period 
of no itioal transit:on la Texas aid the Southwest# They 
were the teachings of equal!tartanIsm and the didacticisms 
of too' ar f # ashlngton. it the late torn of the Nineteenth 
C© t.ury, it appeared that, after Negroes had bsen pushed out 
of pc." itics, t at t e dootrlnss of ioofcer T. Washington were 
to he tlx© "guiding lights " of Uegro activity in Texas. 
.The onee militant Prairie Tiew supported the teach­
ings of Mr. Washington. Citizenship was redefined in the 
light of Negro Americans and white Americans. "'he duties 
of the degrees vero designated as those of the dispensed, 
who owed to American society the responsibility of rroving 
Validity. Politics among flegroes resorted to the doctrine. 
The Colored Teachers itate Association of Texas was one of 
the e ief proponents. 
The organization let go of its militant policies of 
equal!tar ianiora in politics and accepted the role of the de­
feated • Instead of demanding equality In educational offer­
ings In the State of Texas, the Negroes accepted out-of-
state aid' during the run of t e late thirties, Inst ad of 
* 
demanding ri ts oa the be els of --oria t itut tonal revisions, 
the Vu red Teachers Itate .asooi ••' ion attempted to reach 
its orlihary goals by "cooperation." 
It a e 11 led It sol? in the p at tent of static.! an and 
int r : i re-or v •-tion, both of I i are evict.mac - of 
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0 "A* APPEHDIX (C0IT*B) 
P 
Y 
SHE STATE OP TEXAS? 
CGffifTY OF DALLAS I 
IHOW ALL MSB BY THESE PRESRHTS 
That we, L* B* Xinchion, of Boll County, Texas, 
P, A, Robinson, of Anderson County, Texas, and A. B. Thomas, 
of McLennan County, Texas, under and by virtue of the laws 
of this State, do hereby voluntarily associate ourselves 
together for the purpose of forming a private corporation 
under the terms and conditions hereinafter set out, as follows: 
1. 
The name of this corporation is "The Colored Teachers 
State Association of the State of Texas"*. 
£U 
The purpose for which it is formed is to support 
education and to promote the progress of education in the 
State of Texas, as provided by Section 3, Article 1181, of 
the revised Statutes of the State of Texas* 
3* 
The place where the business of the corporation Is 
to be transacted is at Palestine, Anderson County, Texas, and 
for such other places as may from time to time be designated 
by the governing body of this corporation* The governing body 
being movable and shall hold its annual convention at such 
times and places as may be designated by said body politics 
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la said annual conventions* 
4* 
The tern for whtah It la to exist is fifty yen.ru from 
\ 
the date of the filing of these article,® of incorporation 
la the office of the Secretary of State of the Stat® of Texas# 
b. 
The number of directors shall be three, and their 
mm* and Post Office addresses are as follows; X*» 3. 1 . Aon, 
Belton, Sell County, ®MMf *# A# Robinson* Palestine, Aafter* 
aon County* feraet A# 8# Phonos, fees, USLsnwa County, :eano. 
In testimony whereof we hereunto sign our names t-ia 
E6th day of I'overaber, A# B* 19fcl* 
S/ L* B, Kinchion 
3/ Mrs* A* Banes Thomas 
3/ F* A. Robinson 
THE STATS OP TEXAS? 
COUHTY OP DALLAS S 
r 
Before me, the undersigned authority, on this day 
personally appeared L* B, Kinchion, F* A* Robinson, and 
A* B* Thomas, known to m© to be the persons whose names are 
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, ana severally ac-
knowleaegea to me that they executed the same for the pur­
pose and consideration therein expresses* 
Given under ray hand and seal of office this 25th day 
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©f November, A» D* 1921# 
8/ A. S. Sella 
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PAUL TI» BROTJ 
Secretary of State 
Mies Arntie B. Iollins (aio) 
Department of History 
Prairie View,, Texas 
Dear Miss iollins (sic): 
Our records show an organisation by tie name. 
The Colored Teachers State Association of the otate 
of Texas, (Corporate Hame) incorporated under ta© laws 
of the State of Texas, Bovember 28, 1921, with the 
place of Business located in Palestine, Texas, as shown 
by the charter. The ortgtonal incorporators are as follows; 
(sic) L. B. Kinchion. Beiton, Texas; F. A, Robinson, rales-
tine, Texas; A, B, Thomas, aco, Texas. The fee for naming 
a photostatic copy of the charter will be #1.00, 
This corporation has no capital stoch, pays no fran­
chise tax, and is not required to file yearly reports in 
this office, so w© can only give the information as appears 
in the charter. 
If we may be of further service to yon in this matter, 
please advise us. 
Sincerely yours, 
Paul H. Brown 
iff Paul ii. Brown 
Secretary of State 
JL/ 
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• March 25, 1948 
Mr. A. Edward Hollins, 
Department of History, 
Prairie View A. & K# College, 
Prairie View, Texas 
Dear Mr# Rollins! 
I regret to say that I have allowed quite a bit of 
valuable material, having to do with the State Teacher s 
Association, to get away from me# However, I am sending 
you a few bulletins, under separate oover which should 
prove helpful to you* 
The bulletin with the first president's picture on the 
coverlid is a brief history of the association from 1884 
to 1935. The other magazines published in 1932, 1935, 
1938, 1940, 1945, contain valuable material also. 
I suggest that you write r s. Hazel H. Peace, Secretary-
Treasurer;' I# 11* Terrell H# 3., Fort Worth for material dat­
ing from 1939 to the present time. Or you may write the 
living presidents (beginning with November 1935 until the 
present time) for high points of their administrations. 
For example: M# B# Davis was elected In Han Antonio in 1935. 
Presided at Dallas in 1936. The two principal measures pass­
ed during this administration were: (1) That the associ­
ation go on record as favoring the Teacher Retirement -Ian. 
(2) That we ask through our legislators for the passage 
of a law to aid students who must go out of the state to get 
desired courses# 
The theme of the association for a number of years has 
been: The Best In Education for Every Segro Child# /ere I 
to attempt to state a general aim of the association I 
would say, "To promote professional, educational, and social 
Improvement on the part of the teachers." Croup meetings, 
demonstrations, addresses from outstanding educators, and 
round-table disoussions have been the principal means of 
fulfilling this aim# 
The attendance has Increased several folds during the 
past twenty-five years. I think it Is due to a general a-
wakening on the part of the teachers, and to the pressure 
brought by many superintendents of schools who encourage 
their teaohers to attend# 
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Although I have not alased an annual meeting since 19^2, 
I do not olaira to have a monopoly ^information in con­
nection with this organisation. Liy friend ^. L. .u' 
Johnson, Principal Blackshear School, Houston, has missed 
-fewer than a half dozen meetings since 1901. 
If I can he of further service to you, feel free to 
call on me. 
With every good wish. 
I am, 
Yours very truly, 
8/ M. B. Davis 
<lf M, B, Davis 
P. S. 
By all means return bulletins. 
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HG« a A tea PLACE DAPK PRESIDED 
1. 1. C. Anderson Prairl© View 1884 - 1889 
2. T. H, Uabaon Galveston 1890 
5, J• R. Gibson Galveston 1891 
4. David Abner Liars hall 1892 
6. I. M, Terrell Fort orth 1893 
6. A. J. 1loore a co 1894 
7. 8. Jackson Goralcana 1895 
8. I. H, Broylas Prairie Flew 1896 
9. j. sua on W&xahaote 1897 
10. J. H. 4. Lee Marshall 1898 
11. H. W. la?lee Dallas 1899 
IS. P. Gross Tlctoria 1900 
13. I. K. Burgan iaco 1901 
14. H. ,7. Do©an Dallas 1902 
15. H. B. Fry Ions ton 1903 
15. E. L. Blackshear iaco 1904 
17. T. Ho Call Galveston 1905 
18. H. 3. Lovlnggood Austin 1906 
19. W. C. Rollins Prairie Vlov 1907 
20. 4'. E. Burnett Fort Worth 1908 
21. H. T. Davie Honston 1909 
22. A . J .  K i r k  7a co 1910 
23. J. Charlton Dallas 1911 
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no. BAMS PLACE DATS PHL3IDLD 
24. A, 3. Jackson Austin 1912 
26. ./• L. I). Johnson Brenhara 1913 
26. L. Davis liar shall 1914 
27. 11. A. Banks Calvert 1915 
20. B. Y, Ayoook San Antonio 1916 
29. J• D. Hyan Palestine 1917 
30. T. Km Price 7 a oo 1918 
31. C, P. Carr Dallas 1919 
32. A. E. Holland Houston 1920 
33. L. B, Kinohion Dallas 1921 
34. K. I). Pierson Port worth 1922 
35. J .  . .  J a n f o r d  Port Worth 1923 
36. J. II. Howe San Antonio 1924 
37. H. B. Pemberton, Sr. Dallas 1925 
38. .7. 11. Goleraan laco 1926 
39. T. 2. Pollard Austin 1927 
40. v7. H. Banks Marshall 1928 
41. J. J. Hhoadea Houston 1929 
42. 0. A. Puller San Antonio 1930 
43. A, 7. Jaokson Beaumont 1931 
44* 
45. 
A. . McDonald 
T» .7. Pratt 
Fort orth 
Austin 
1932 (Presided over 
one joint white and 
Colored meeting) 
1933 
46. C. 0. Bogers (unexpired term filled 
presided at Galveston 
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NO. SAME PLACE DATS 
47. T. B. Hitche11 Can Antonio 1935 
48. K. B. Davis Dallas 1936 
49. It Q* Hurdle Beaumont 1937 
50. 0. J. Thomas Fort Worth 1938 
51. A. L. Turner Houston 1939 
52. 3. 0. Parrish Mar aim 11 1940 
53. H. B. Pe aberton. Jr. Dallas 1941 
54. L, J. White Beaumont 1942 
55. L. J* White Waco 1943 
56. H. m • Tatum Houston 1944 
57. 0. L. Price Austin 1945 
Note: extracted from the Souvenir Pro "ram. State Convention, 
Colored Teao era State Association of Texas, held in 
Austin, Texas, November E9, 30, and the 1st of Dec­
ember, 1945. The souvenir program Indicated that all 
the ex-presidents were dead during the time of the 
meeting, except 14. 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 33, 
36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 
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April 10, 1916, narks i -o date of :jy birth* I was 
the third and yotsag at e; lid of "r, heorge ©a© "ollina 
and rs, Birtha Ktta JiSe fuller- -oiline# fhs olaoe of ny 
birth was a Qsrmaaa eorroujiity, hhland, ays County, ?©xas. 
My oarente, carrying their three children with 
then, moved to fan Marcos, Hays County, fenta,- in 1917; 
there the permanent hone of the Holltases waS established, 
I, along with my sister and brother, attended both 
elementary school and high school undor the single roof of 
what is known as rt?h© San Marcos Colored High School" which 
is located in .an <troos; y high school training was at 
an end at the termination of the ec' ool year, 19S4 - 1935, 
Prairie View A. & 11* College, then the Prairie 
'/lew tate Bormal and Industrial College of fers, was the 
college of my choice* I attended Prairie View commencing 
r 
with the month of September, 1935, and received my B. A* 
Degree upon the termination of the tegular Session on lay 
33, 1939* 
After finishing college, I taught in a rural one-
teaoher school in 1; w for-io.n Community of Harwell, Caldwell 
County, -'eras', for a period of two. years, 1939 - 1941; In 
the fall oi 1941, I was obliged to teach in the high 
school In 3an •' trees, .After one juocs-seful year there, 
I v.-to inducted Ir.to the ;rmy of the United States, May 39, 
1943, 
TbB 1 rat one and a half ^©ars of ray Army career was 
s-ne -t on t> a Oontirential United Dirties at O&mp loll, Louis­
iana* in February Si, 1944, I ws appointed arrant i/lcer. 
Junior Grade; and was assigned as personnel officer of the 
614th fan* Destroyer Battalion, Coved, I loft ray pool tiort 
at Camp Polk, where I haft served as a personnel technician 
In the poet headquarters, and reported to the Oorananfiing 
Officer of the 614th ?an1c Destroyer Battalion# fhe unit 
was on raaruevers in the forests, oaaobreaks, and swamps of 
the •Ovmigelino section of the Creole State, 
August 7 of the same year found ia© on the good ship, 
Bspierenec Bay, a former British Cargo Ship, uy destination 
vr- i t a European fheater of Operations, I served aa person­
nel officer of the 614th to the time of its inaotivation, in 
December, 1943, after which time I was assigned as personnel 
of floor of the famed 761st Sank Battalion, w ilo'h in/urn was 
Inactivated in fay the following year# 
^In December, 1946, I was redeployed to t e United 
States for release fro active service. My release was to 
be effective on arch HI, 1947, 
Prairie View t, & •• College again was chosen as the 
school in wdeh I c es t red to do my graduate work in the field 
of history with a minor in tabor Bconor ios, i entered the 
Institution as a fellowship student on -September 3, 1947# 
